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Abstract
The solvents used in painting and finishing are the primary source of volatile organic compounds (VOCs)
in automotive manufacturing. Traditionally, VOCs have been incinerated in a Regenerative Thermal
Oxidizer (RTO) that is heated using natural gas and emits significant amounts of CO# and H# O to the
atmosphere [1]. The Fumes to Fuel process has been developed by Ford Motor Company to concentrate
these VOCs. Optionally, hydrogen can be generated from the VOCs via steam-reforming, and purified for
use in hydrogen fuel cell-powered forklifts. This process greatly reduces the amount of CO# emitted and
generates clean energy. The overall efficiency of hydrogen production can be improved by adding a prereforming step before the primary steam reformer. The pre-reforming is done in the concentrator where a
limited amount of VOCs are converted into hydrogen and carbon oxides. This work examined potential
opportunities of the Fumes to Fuel process, including application throughout all automotive assembly
plants as well as other industries to produce significant amounts of hydrogen for fuel cells. This study was
followed by preliminary kinetic testing to validate an experimental setup that was built to test the catalytic
performance of adsorbent supported VOC reforming catalyst. Methanol steam reforming kinetic
measurements were done using a bench mark Cu/ZnO/Al O catalyst at temperatures of 200, 240, and 260
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ºC. Rate constants and the activation energy from these tests were compared with values from the
literature and good agreement was demonstrated. The experimental setup will be used in future studies of
potential adsorbent supported catalysts for pre-reforming of VOCs. These catalysts were prepared by
impregnating adsorbent materials with noble metals and then characterized, though improvements should
be made to the procedure, included testing different supports. These catalysts are to be tested in the
experimental setup in the future now that the experimental setup is proven. The objective is to use these
results to evaluate the possibility of carrying out some pre-reforming in the desorber/concentrator step of
the Fumes to Fuel process leading to improved overall performance.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
The objective of this thesis is to perform an assessment of the promise of converting volatile
organic compound (VOC) fumes from automotive painting and other industrial processes to
energy. VOCs contribute to air pollution and photochemical reactions that can result in ozone
formation, smog, and particulate matter that can seriously infringe on human and environmental
health [1] [2] [3]. In 2010, 49 Mt of CO# were emitted as a result of VOC solvents and “other
product uses” in industry [4] compared to 5.3 Gt CO# eq emitted by industry due to electricity and
heat production [4]. Energy-related CO# emissions made up 65% of global greenhouse gas
(GHG) emissions in 2010 [4] and are estimated to grow at a rate of 0.6%/ year particularly due to
combustion of liquid fuels and natural gas [5]. According to the International Energy Outlook
2017, the global energy demand will increase by at least 20% from 2015 to 2040, mostly in nonOECD countries [5]. These carbon emissions have direct, negative impacts on local and
international environments, including environmental pollution and acidification [4]. Therefore,
carbon emissions, due to both energy and organic solvent usage, are important to mitigate.

In automotive manufacturing, paint solvents are responsible for the majority of VOCs emitted [6]
[7]. It is feasible to reform these VOCs into useful hydrogen energy. This clean energy could then
be used within the manufacturing treatment process, therefore reducing carbon dioxide emissions
and minimizing energy inputs. Automotive painting, in addition to other solvent-using industries,
has the possibility of producing a significant amount of valuable energy. Chapter 2 provides an
analysis of fumes capturing and reforming as a way to produce energy via fuel cells. To make this
process viable, experimental systems must be developed for testing reformer catalysts that can be
effective in fumes reforming. The development of a catalyst testing system is described in
1

chapter 3. Chapter 4 further describes how this system is used to test a particular reforming
catalyst.

Ford Motor Company has developed a “Fumes to Fuel” (FTF) process that converts VOCs from
paint solvents into energy to mitigate fossil fuel usage in their automotive assembly plants [8]. It
replaces traditional VOC abatement methods based on regenerative thermal oxidation. This
traditional abatement strategy requires an energy input to capture and treat the VOC emissions.
Ford’s FTF process uses steam reforming to produce hydrogen, which is an attractive fuel/energy
carrier for transportation and electricity production [9] [10].

In the FTF process, shown schematically in Figure 1.1, VOCs are first concentrated using
activated carbon in an adsorber-desorber unit and then sent to a high-temperature steam reformer
(HTSR). This work investigates the possibility of using a bifunctional supported catalyst that has
the potential to concentrate, as well as partially pre-reform the VOCs, in this concentrator unit.
This process gas containing a bit of hydrogen moves from the concentrator to the HTSR, where
most of the hydrogen is formed. The product gas must then be purified in a pressure swing
adsorption (PSA) unit before fueling the fuel cell. This purification is important as certain fuel
cells require high purity feeds. The supported catalyst is comprised of a metal dispersed on an
adsorbent support. The adsorbent surface both concentrates the VOCs and contains the metal that
catalyzes the desired reactions. The support helps the metal by providing it with a surface to
increase surface area of metal crystallites. It may also affect the activity of the catalyst based on
its pore structure if the rate determining step is the pore diffusion [11]. Currently at Ford,
activated carbon is being used solely as an adsorbent to concentrate the VOCs.

2

Figure 1.1: FTF System, with 'A' as the adsorber and 'B' as the desorber. Adapted from
Wherrett, et al. Maroon are VOC-laden carbon beads, blue are VOC-free. [42]
A small amount of reforming is done in this pre-reforming stage in addition to the VOCs being
concentrated. This reforming will allow for more efficient operation of the primary steam
reforming (SR) stage, by allowing the SR to operate at lower steam-to-carbon ratios with less or
no coke formation that could contribute to catalyst deactivation in the downstream primary
reformer. Pre-reforming (PR) is a proposed adiabatic stage directly upstream of the primary SR.
This new processing step may increase the efficiency of the SR and improve feedstock flexibility
such that larger hydrocarbon molecules in the fumes can be used more readily to produce energy
[12] [13] [14].

PRs have been used industrially in hydrogen and ammonia production processes [15] and were
capable of improving fuels savings by 10% [15]. Often, this stage is retrofitted into existing
chemical plants to improve production rates. An additional benefit of using a PR stage is that
hydrogen formed in the PR may inhibit coke formation downstream in the primary SR [12], [16]
as hydrogen prevents cracking and olefin formation [12].

Carbonaceous deposits, or coke formation, on catalyst active sites is a concern for many industrial
catalysts that use hydrocarbon feedstocks [16] [14], especially when operating at extreme
3

temperatures [11], [16], [17]. Carbon atoms can deposit on the metal particle and then diffuse
through the catalyst pores, blocking the active sites. This diffusion process is driven by a
concentration gradient between the carbon on the gas side of the metal particle compared to the
support side. The carbon may then precipitate and block the catalyst pores. This blockage
diminishes catalyst activity [13], [18] and may cause high temperatures on the catalyst surface
and larger temperature gradients in the reformer [16]. High catalyst deactivation rates results in
frequent catalyst change outs, which is expensive and limits production.

It has been shown that the practical steam-to-carbon ratio for avoiding coking in a process is
usually higher than thermodynamically predicted due to local variations in process operating
conditions [13]. Increasing the steam-to-carbon ratio will avoid coke formation, but costs increase
as more energy is needed to generate the additional steam. Generally, the required steam-tocarbon ratio is lower following a PR because of the additional hydrogen in the process gas [13].

The improvements to be made in the FTF process, therefore, require a catalyst that is thermally
stable around the temperatures used for PR, concentrates the VOCs, shows good reforming
activity, and is not prone to coke formation. This supported catalyst will enable the optimization
of operating parameters. In this work, a lab-scale setup is designed and commissioned to test
catalyst activity and give useable data for application to the FTF process. This setup includes a
tubular fixed-bed reactor that acts as an adsorber and desorber unit for concentrating hydrocarbon
fumes, as well as a PR. The proposed design allows for the reactor to be modelled as a plug flow
reactor, such that kinetic parameters may be determined in a straightforward fashion. This setup is
used to test a variety of supported catalysts in future studies. The results are provided as
recommendations to Ford Motor Company to help improve the efficiency of their process and
catalyst lifetimes.
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Chapter 2
Systems analysis of the “Fumes to Fuel” system and the Canadian
automotive industry as a circular economy
2.1 Overview
The painting process, accounts for a significant amount of emissions in the automotive assembly
process, specifically volatile organic compounds (VOCs). They are typically treated in
regenerative thermal oxidizers that require a large energy input and emits much carbon dioxide.
Ford found through their Fumes to Fuel (FTF) initiative that VOCs instead could be used to
generate energy. This paper serves to analyze this process, including its possible expansion to
other companies in Canada. The work presented here is part of a collaborative project between
academia and industry to improve emissions and efficiencies in automotive assembly plants.

2.2 Introduction
Climate change is the outcome of greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions produced by consumption of
fossil fuels for energy generation [1]. The International Energy Agency has predicted a one-third
increase in this energy demand from 2012 to 2035 [2]. Because of this, many nations have
adopted emissions regulations, including the ten areas of the world that make up 83% of global
automotive consumers (China, EU, US, Japan, Brazil, India, Canada, South Korea, Mexico, and
Saudi Arabia) [3]. Some of these regulations include the Carbon Content Standard in California
[4], the Ontario Cap and Trade program [5], and the possibility of the Carbon Rule in Michigan
[6].

Increasingly conservative policy changes are adding pressure to the Canadian automotive
industry to minimize GHG emissions, especially since the automotive industry is highly energy
and resource intensive [7]. The Cap and Trade program requires all companies that exceed 25,000
7

tonnes of GHG emissions to be mandatory participants to improve sustainability standards in
Ontario. At least one assembly plant from each automotive company in Ontario falls in this
category. The cancellation of the Cap and Trade Program that may occur in 2018 will results in
changes being made to emissions standards, though a national carbon tax still exists [5], [8].
Furthermore, motor vehicles are the second largest export in Canada, with the industry amounting
to $7.6 billion in export revenue as of April 2018 [9]. This contributes additional pressure to
improve sustainability standards for the industry. A significant environmental impact associated
with the automotive assembly process is painting due to the release of volatile organic
compounds. As such, it is imperative for automotive assembly plants in Canada to adapt their
production processes to adhere to increasingly conservative climate change policies and remain
commercially competitive in the global market [10].

2.2.1 Automotive Painting and Associated VOC Emissions
The automotive painting process accounts for 80-90% of all emissions from the assembly process
[11] and 85-95% of VOC emissions, mainly resulting from the use of solvents [12] [13]. In 2015,
96.4% of Ford’s VOC emissions resulted from its spray booth, or 24.1 grams of VOCs exhausted
per square meter of painted vehicle surface area [14]. Automotive painting consumes up to 5070% of the energy in the assembly plant [15] [16] [17]. This amounts to 10-20% of the
company’s total energy use, making it one of the largest units of energy consumption in the
overall manufacturing process [15] [18]. In 2011, $714 million was spent on electricity and fuels
across 37 US assembly plants [17]. Improvements to the spray booth process will improve overall
energy efficiency as well as being financially and environmentally significant [16].

Approximately 6 kg of VOCs are used as paint solvents per vehicle [19], though a lower average
of 3.07 kg were emitted per vehicle in the Ford Oakville Assembly Plant in 2015. The release of
VOCs can infringe on local air quality and readily participate in photochemical reactions in the
8

atmosphere due to their high vapour pressure [19]. This results in the by-product formation of
smog, ozone, and particulate matter [20] [21]. Examples of VOCs in solvents are aromatic
hydrocarbons, aliphatic hydrocarbons, esters, ketones, alcohols, and glycoethers [19]. Kim et al.
previously reported on the nature of these solvents [22] [23].

The automotive assembly operation occurs in 6 major steps: assembly and washing, phosphating,
an electrolytic dip coating (e-coat) layer, sealing, painting, and cavity preservation [19] [24] [25].
Generally, automotive paints can be separated into 3 main categories, primer, base, and clear
coats, with each offering various levels of protection from corrosion and wear as well as
improving performance and look [26]. In the final step, the bodies are baked to cure the paint.
The baking results in some VOC emissions, though most are released during the painting [19].

There are 4 main constituents to automotive paints: the carrier, resin, pigment, and additives. An
additive is used to achieve the desired viscosity for the spraying equipment. The carrier would be
an organic solvent, water, or powder. Organic solvents, e.g. toluene, are usually used because
they evaporate quickly and decrease drying time, while achieving a more aesthetically-pleasing
finish [26] [27]. Kim et al. reported typical solvent usage rates by Ford in North America in 2000
[22].

Some of the energy associated with the painting process is attributed to the multiple coats of paint
required per vehicle. Old paint coats must be purged from the painting guns during each coat
change [28]. Purging old paints or coats can result in a lower transfer efficiency of the spraying
equipment. Typically, about 40-60% is wasted, though this efficiency also depends on the
conditions of the spray booth [28].

9

Previous studies [28] [29] to improve the painting process include: installing heat recovery
equipment, minimizing overspray, and reducing the number of coats. Some plants collect and
incinerate paint sludge to produce energy, as described later [26]. Other suggestions include
alternatives for organic solvents, i.e. water and powder-based paints, which are reported to have
lower quality appearance and a deterrent factor for purchase by consumers [16] [18] [19]. Powder
and water-based paints are often used for base coats, but not clear coats [30] [31]. Comparisons
are further made in Table 2.1.

It has been suggested that hybrid processes that the use two or all of these types of paints may be
the current best approach considering that powder most likely has the lowest environmental
impact but requires some financial risk [34] [39]. Organic solvent based paints, therefore,
continue to be used in industry and VOC abatement methods must be investigated.

2.2.2 Previous Work on VOC Control
Airborne VOCs are considered a toxic substance under the Canadian Environmental Protection
Act 1999 Schedule 1 and the US Clean Air Act of 1970 [40] [41]. These laws require suitable
treatment of VOCs to prevent a reduction in air quality [40]. The VOC treatment method used by
most assembly plants involves the concentration and then destruction of VOCs using thermal
oxidation. The VOCs pass through granulated activated carbon (GAC) filters to a carbon block
wheel (CBW) to become concentrated. The VOCs then pass to a regenerative thermal oxidizer
(RTO), where they are combusted with natural gas to produce mostly CO# and H# O [42] [43].
There are many issues associated with this process, as discussed later in Section 2.3.1.
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Table 2.1: Comparison of water and powder-based paints with organic solvent-based paints. A “less”
or “lower” signifies the water- or powder-based paint uses less or produces less compared to VOCsolvent based paints. A “-” signifies the information was unavailable in the literature. The CO2, SOx,
and solid waste production as well as the energy and water consumption were based on the
manufacturing of each paint, not its use in an assembly plant.
Aspect
VOC content

Water
Less

Ref.
[19] [32]

Appearance

Lower

[18]

Number of coats

More

[18]

Energy in paint production

Powder

1

-

Ref.

None

[26]

Lower

[18] [19]

More

[18]

Less

[19]

More sensitive

[33] [30]

More sensitive

[33]

Cost

Lower

[34] [30]

Higher

[31]

CO emissions

More

[35]

More

[35]

SOx emissions

More

[35]

More

[35]

PM emissions

More

[35]

More

[35]

Energy consumption

Lower

[35]

Lower

[35]

Water consumption

Lower

[35]

Lower

[35]

Solid Waste production

Lower

[35]

Lower

[35]

Higher

[36]

Sensitivity to humidity

2

Transfer efficiency
Drying Time
Requires new equipment

[26] [34]

-

No

[26] [34]

Yes

[26] [30]

Higher

[26] [30]

Inconclusive

Other

3

Longer

Curing temperature
LCA

2

[19] [35] [37]

Inconclusive

[19] [35] [34]

Dehydration ovens are needed to decrease

No studies for use of powder for all 3 layers [26]

drying time [34] [30]

No studies on powder use for large processes [26]

Bubble popping may occur when trying to

Difficult to control layer thickness [38] [34]

decrease the drying time by increasing the

Can result in uneven finish, such as orange peel,

temperature of the oven [34]

fish eyes, or blistering [24]

Need for rheological control [30]

Many other methods exist for VOC treatment. These methods include booth air recirculation,
solvent collection, and the reuse of paint sludge [19]. Solvent collection can occur via
condensation, absorption, adsorption, scrubbing, or membrane-based recovery processes. These

1

Water based paints may still contain up to 15% solvents.

2

Powder based paints cost more per kilogram, but high transfer efficiencies may decrease the overall cost.

3

Powder based paints can have transfer efficiencies around up to 97% when the overspray is recycled.
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can then be reused in the process, recycled into solvents for paint or cleaning, or burned as
alternative fuel. These control techniques have previously been compared [27] [44] [45].

Paint sludge, or the liquid and solid waste from spray booths, is collected under the booth in
flotation tanks and must be managed as hazardous waste. It can be burned as refuse-derived fuel
to recover energy from the VOCs or used as fuels in cement kilns. The cost for this depends on
the calorific value of the VOCs and changes with different paint compositions. It may also have
valuable materials extracted from it or be converted into activated carbon [46].

VOCs contain a significant amount of energy that could be utilized to reduce the energy
consumption of industrial solvent-using operations [47]. However, there is limited literature
available, to the knowledge of the authors, that demonstrates gaseous VOCs being used for
energy recovery.

Baldissone et al. [48] compared the use of a catalytic fixed bed reactor to a catalytic reverse-flow
reactor (RFR) for VOC treatment and heat recovery. The RFR operates on the principal that a gas
is heated by a solid in a reactor, causing the solid at the entrance of the reactor to cool. The flow
is then reversed and the gas reheats the previously cooled solid. This uses the heat from
combustion to preheat the cold gas fed to the reactor. A high switching frequency results in a
larger release of VOCs that remain at the entrance of the reactor. The RFR resulted in a lower
operational cost because of the heat released from the VOCs.

Dinh et al. [49] demonstrated the use of VOCs as a fuel source via the combustion of saturated
activated carbon (AC). Toluene, m-xylene, and ethylbenzene were used as representative VOCs
to adsorb to AC. The saturated AC was combusted and shown to achieve higher temperatures in
12

the incinerator compared to unused AC. The results were not quantified in terms of kJ/kg of AC,
though many of the VOCs contain high calorific values of greater than 40,000 kJ/kg. The AC
may have paint particles adsorbed, which can cause hazardous by-products when combusted [49].

Wang et al. [50] used a nonstoichiometric tungsten oxide (WO3-x) catalyst to electrochemically
decompose VOCs to produce hydrogen via photocatalytic oxidation. The VOCs used were
formaldehyde and benzene. The reaction was carried out in a 2.0 L quartz reactor with electrolyte,
a Pt counter electrode, and reference electrode using a Xe lamp. The catalyst demonstrated stable
hydrogen production rates.

Borwankar et al. [47] developed an Aspen HYSYS model of a concentrator-reformer-fuel cell
system, similar to the process introduced later in this paper. They modelled a solid oxide fuel cell
(SOFC) that would utilize the resulting hydrogen and carbon monoxide from the system to
produce energy, water, and carbon dioxide. It was assumed the VOCs consisted of 15% xylene,
35% methyl ethyl ketone, 40% toluene, and 10% n-butyl acetate. The reforming process involved
2 separate reactions, partial oxidation (POX) and steam reforming (SR). The exothermic POX
reaction provided heat to the endothermic SR reactions resulting in an autothermal reformer.
They found the overall VOC destruction efficiency was 95% and the system produced 60.6 kW.

Other work has been investigated on the steam reforming of specific, single VOCs, such as
methanol and ethanol [51] [52] [53] [54] [55]. Butanol has been shown to work with various
adsorbent-catalyst combinations [68] [57] [58] and is present in the coating solvents of Canadian
automotive assembly plants, as seen in Table 2.4. In previous work for fuel cell applications at
Ford, our research group studied the reforming of VOC mixtures on Ru-pyrochlore catalysts for
solid oxide fuel cells [59].
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Ford used their Fumes to Fuel (FTF) system to identify that the emissions and energy
consumption in automotive assembly plants can be reduced by utilizing VOCs from the painting
process for energy recovery. This paper serves to introduce and analyze the FTF system as a
preferred abatement strategy. The results of the FTF process were applied to the other automotive
assembly plants in Canada to determine to possible emissions reductions and energy production.
The possibility of further expansions and developments were also discussed.

The FTF system also has the opportunity to contribute to a circular economy (CE), as will be
further discussed in Section 2.6.1 of this paper. CE involves industrial processes that “prevent the
deletion of resources, close energy and material loops, and facilitate sustainable development
through its implementation,” [60]. It also requires adjustments made on the policy and
consumption side. Most processes involve the extraction and use of resources, but CEs then
recover materials used in the production process instead of disposing of them. It also involves 4
distinct components, as defined by Prieto-Sandoval et al.: recovery of value from waste, a multilevel approach, and its contribution to sustainable development and to societal innovation [60].

This paper is divided into five sections. Following the introduction, the RTO and FTF systems are
described and compared. Section 2.3 analyzes the expansions to other assembly plants and
potential outcomes. Section 2.4 discusses opportunities and barriers associated with the FTF
process. Finally, Section 2.5 concludes with a summary of the results.

2.3 Description of Oakville Fumes to Fuel System
Ford Motor Company has been focusing on reducing emissions through their FTF project by
utilizing exhaust emissions from automotive finishing as energy recovery and resource reduction.
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The objective of this project is to reform VOCs produced during the painting process to create
hydrogen energy. This process also alleviates the need to incinerate the compounds, as a means to
avoid NOx production, reduce CO# production, and reduce energy consumption in the facility
[42]. This process would help to preserve the local air quality and could also be applied to other
automotive company practices and similar solvent-using industries in Canada.

2.3.1 Previous Abatement Strategy
Air dispersion paint guns are used to spray automotive paints, causing the solvents to evaporate,
and resulting in low VOC concentrations (around 50-200 ppm) in the air. Given the large volume
of exhaust air from the paint booths and the low concentrations of VOCs, large and expensive
equipment must be used to treat and dispose of the VOCs [61]. Ford was able to reduce this
volume tenfold by using a GAC unit followed by a CBW to concentrate the VOCs. The GAC and
The CBW releases clean air and the VOCs desorb into a more concentrated stream to be sent to a
thermal oxidizer [19] [42].

RTOs oxidize VOCs and recover thermal energy from the combustion exhaust as a means to heat
the inlet stream and improve efficiency [27]. RTOs combust natural gas and operate at
temperatures around 800°C [62]. Ford found that the energy contained in VOCs could be used to
decrease the natural gas energy demand in an RTO by 15% [42]. This method, however, involves
irreversible adsorption of organics onto the CBW, VOCs oxidizing into harmful compounds, the
use of fossil fuels [19], and a non-substantial decrease in concentration (around 10%) [18].The
GAC-CBW-RTO process also requires a significant amount of energy for both the CBW and the
RTO stages and produces CO and NOx. Thus, it involves a large thermal energy and capital input
and it also restricted by consistent flow rates [43] [47]. This traditional system has reported VOC
removal efficiencies between 90 and 99% [43] [63]. While it meets current emissions
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requirements, it may fail to comply with future regulations because it produces harmful byproducts and remains a significant expense for the assembly plant.

2.3.2 Alternative Abatement Strategy
Ford has developed new process configurations for each of their locations, with the option for the
Oakville, Ontario plant being the focus of this paper. This abatement process is referred to as the
Fumes to Fuel system and a schematic is given in Figure 2.1.

The process utilizes a fluidized bed adsorber/ desorber unit and reformer to produce hydrogen
fuel. Beaded activated carbon (BAC) in the fluidized bed increases the concentration of the VOCs
to 2000 times its original concentration. Clean air is released from the fluidized bed and the
VOCs are trapped on the BAC. The VOCs are then desorbed into a hot carrier gas and moved to
the high temperature steam reformer (HTSR) where they are converted mostly to H2 and COx [63]
[64]. The various components to the VOC mixture are all reformed in the HTSR. The hydrogen is
purified via pressure-swing adsorption (PSA) and can be used to generate electricity. The COx are
then released to the atmosphere [42] [65]. The sweep gas was N2 when not pre-reforming was

Figure 2.1: FTF System, with 'A' as the adsorber and 'B' as the
desorber. Adapted from Wherrett, et al. [42]
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occurring, but would be steam when pre-reforming. With pre-reforming, most VOCs would
decompose into smaller molecules upstream of the HTSR.

This process currently has a maximum removal efficiency exceeding 96% at beginning of
adsorbent life [14]. This process reduces NOx production, reduces CO# emissions, and results in a
net energy generation. As well, it does not require natural gas, unlike the RTO technology. The
hydrogen generated will be used in forklifts for material handling in a separate part of the
assembly plant or can be stored for later consumption. Table 2.2 displays the comparison of the
two technologies [42]. The drawbacks that may be associated with this approach, however,
involve the initial replacing of process equipment and purchasing of fuel cells.

Table 2.2: Comparison of Original (RTO) and Alternative (Reformer) Technologies
Aspect (tonnes/yr.)

Reformer w/

RTO

H production
2

Basis: VOCs
CO# production
NOx production
H Production
2

849

849

135829

16982

2123

0

0

44

2.4 Process Expansion to Other Automotive Assembly Plants
There are clear benefits for Ford to implement the FTF system. These benefits could provide
further environmental benefits if other Canadian assembly plants were to also adopt this new
abatement system. This section of the paper will explore the statistics of emissions mitigation and
energy generation that would occur, if all automotive assembly plants in Canada, adopted the FTF
technology.

There are nine other automotive assembly plants in Canada, all located in the province of Ontario.
Fiat Chrysler Automobiles (FCA) has two plants, in Brampton and Windsor. General Motors
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(GM) has two, in Oshawa and Ingersoll. Honda has two, both located in Alliston, and Toyota has
three with two in Cambridge and one in Woodstock [66]. The emissions for these companies are
given in Table 2.3. A portion of the CO# released is due to the amount used for and produced
from combusting the VOCs.

Table 2.3: Total emissions for each assembly plant in 2016. All units are in tonnes, except CO2
emissions which is in ktonnes. It is important to note that facilities were only required to report CO2
emissions if they emitted over 50.0 ktonnes [67] [68].
Plant

𝑪𝑶𝟐

CO

NOx

𝑃𝑀#.,

𝑃𝑀-.

VOCs

Ford

Oakville

81.7

60

70

3.9

14

881

Honda

Alliston (2)

59.1

38

48

7.2

9.2

997

GM

Oshawa

90.0

65

130

8.6

12.0

382

< 50.0

29

35

2.6

3.0

1119

92.9

42

64

7.5

9.2

971

< 50.0

25

30

2.3

2.9

368

73.7

49

59

7.5

13.0

1003

< 50.0

31

37

6.0

13.0

383

Ingersoll
Toyota

Cambridge (2)
Woodstock

FCA

Brampton
Windsor

The VOCs produced in the assembly plants here refer to 2016 as this is the most recent reporting
year provided by Environment and Climate Change Canada in their National Pollutant Release
Inventory (NPRI) for Facilities and Substance Information. The NPRI supplied data for each city
causing the two Alliston plants and two Cambridge plants to be grouped together, respectively.
The major VOC components from the automotive assembly plants in Canada are listed in Table
2.4. The VOCs emitted in the year 2016 from the spray booth were calculated using the statistic
that 96.4% of VOC emissions at Ford are produced from the painting process, causing the above
VOCs here to be slightly lower than what is actually emitted.
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Table 2.4: Major VOCs emitted as a percent of total VOC emissions [68].
Plant

VOCs
(tonnes)

Butanol

Xylenes

1,2,4-

Hydrotreated

n-butyl

(all isomers)

trimethylbenzene

heavy naptha

acetate

Ford

Oakville

881

14.6

11.7

15.8

0.0

0.0

Honda

Alliston (2)

997

4.1

26.8

4.0

1.2

7.1

GM

Toyota

Oshawa

382

2.3

1.1

1.4

26.9

3.2

Ingersoll

1119

11.6

10.4

9.3

5.8

2.0

Cambridge

971

3.1

4.4

2.0

0.8

9.5

Woodstock

368

4.6

2.1

2.4

3.1

3.1

Brampton

1003

4.6

5.8

4.6

3.8

5.7

Windsor

383

0.1

1.1

0.3

1.6

1.7

(2)

FCA

Hydrogen production from each assembly plant is calculated in this study using an equivalent
molecular formula for the total VOC mixture in automotive paint booth operation, C7H11.2O0.61
that accounts for the makeup of the Ford VOC mixture. The reaction below shows the steam
reforming reaction of this equivalent VOC (eVOC) formula (I) and the Water-Gas shift (WGS)
reaction (II) [52]. The theoretical hydrogen production via SR from 1 eVOC mole is 11.99 moles
of H2. This production increases through the WGS reaction by 7 moles of H2. Actual hydrogen
product is less than this, however, as a portion of the VOCs will need to provide the endothermic
heat of the SR reaction. A UniSIM model using a Gibb’s reactor and purification unit was used
TM

to determine this actual rate when accounting for a portion used as fuel. This resulted in a
hydrogen production rate of 6.273 mol/mol of eVOCs.

C/ H--.# O..0- + 6.39 H# O → 7CO + 11.99H#

(I)

CO + H# O ⇄ CO# + H#

(II)

A hydrogen recovery rate of 86% was assumed for the PSA based on processes patented by
Union Carbide Corporation and Toyo Engineering Corporation [69]. The hydrogen could then be
used to generate electricity. For example, Lopes et al. [70] discussed a PEMFC (polymer
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electrolyte membrane fuel cell) that had a maximum energy production rate of 15.49 kWh/ kg of
H2.

The resulting amount of energy generated was calculated, as seen in Table 2.5, based on the
assumption that all processes adopted by other automotive facilities in Canada could implement
the FTF process to achieve the same VOC emissions reductions. It was also assumed that the
VOC composition was comparable for each company, as the specific composition from each
company is not publicly available.

Table 2.5: Possible Energy Generation for each assembly plant.
VOC
Company

Plant

emissions
(tonnes/yr)

H prod.
2

(tonnes/yr)

Energy
Generation
(kWh)

Ford

Oakville

849

44

6.8 × 10,

Honda

Alliston (2)

961

58

7.7 × 10,

GM

Oshawa

368

22

2.9 × 10,

Ingersoll

1079

65

8.6 × 10,

Cambridge (2)

936

56

7.5 × 10,

Woodstock

355

21

2.8 × 10,

Brampton

967

58

7.7 × 10,

Windsor

369

22

3.0 × 10,

Toyota

FCA

Total

5884

354

4.7 × 𝟏𝟎𝟔

Ratios comparing the VOCs of each assembly plant to Ford’s were used for the calculation of
CO# and NOx emissions, and natural gas (NG) consumption, since the emissions were either not
publicly available or the NPRI data included other steps in the process in addition to the spray
booth. The calculations are based on the 2010 Ford projections numbers for the Dearborn,
Michigan plant [42].
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Table 2.6: Potential GHG mitigation if automotive manufacturing VOCs were used to
produce hydrogen, adapted from Wherret, et al. [42].
Amount
NOx Mitigated (TCM/yr.)

3464

CO# Mitigated (tonnes/yr.)

970

Hydrogen Produced (tonnes.yr.)

354

Energy Generated (MWh)

4700

The implementation of the FTF process across Canadian automotive assembly plants could result
in 4700 MWh of energy. Additionally, this would decrease NOx emissions, CO# emissions, and
natural gas consumption. The reduction of these pollutants decreases the impact on human and
environmental health. Although each process implementation will differ from facility to facility,
the mitigation of VOC emissions can still be achieved.

2.5 Opportunities and Barriers
This section will examine the possibility of the FTF system being expanded to other industries in
Canada as well as future work that could be done regarding the FTF system.

2.5.1 Expansion to Other Industries
Automotive assembly plants emit a significant volume of VOCs every year. The GM CAMI
Assembly plant in Ingersoll was the largest emitter of the automotive assembly plants and the 16th
largest emitter overall in Canada [68]. There is then significant promise for the expansion of this
process to other industries as well, particularly to oil and gas extraction. VOCs are also emitted in
in the semiconductor industry, chemical plants, and printing industries [62]. Table 2.7 displays
the top VOC emitters in Canada up to the first automotive assembly plant. Table 2.8 provides a
list of the top 10 emitters in Canada in 2016. Using the same process as described for the other
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Canadian automotive assembly plants, the companies below have the possibility of producing
40,000 MWh of energy from the VOCs they produce.

Table 2.7: 2016 Top 20 VOC-Emitting Facilities, in descending order [68].
Company

Facility

Industry

1

Suncor Energy Oil Sands
Limited Partnership

Suncor Energy Inc. Oil Sands

Oil and Gas Extraction

2

Syncrude Canada Ltd.

Mildred Lake Plant Site

Oil and Gas Extraction

3

Shell Canada Energy

Shell Canada Energy Muskeg River
Mine and Jackpine Mine

Oil and Gas Extraction

4

Diageo Canada Inc.

Gimli Plant

Beverage Manufacturing

5

Hiram Walker & Sons Ltd.

Pike Creek

Warehousing and Storage

6

Imperial Oil Resources Limited

Kearl Oil Sands Processing Plant
and Mine

Oil and Gas Extraction

7

Consumers' Co-operative
Refineries Limited

Co-op Refinery Complex

Petroleum and Coal Product
Manufacturing

8

Canadian Natural Resources
Limited

Horizon Oil Sands Processing Plant
and Mine

Oil and Gas Extraction

9

Syncrude Canada Ltd.

Aurora North Mine Site

Oil and Gas Extraction

10

Meadow Lake Mechanical Pulp

Meadow Lake Mechanical Pulp

Pulp, Paper and Paperboard Mills

11

Imperial Oil

Edmonton Terminal

Petroleum Product WholesalerDistributors

12

Husky Oil Operations Limited

Lloydminster Upgrader

Oil and Gas Extraction

13

Alberta Distillers Ltd.

Alberta Distillers

Beverage Manufacturing

14

Pembina Pipeline Corporation

Buck Creek 08-33

Oil and Gas Extraction

15

Newfoundland Transshipment
Ltd.

Newfoundland Transshipment
Terminal

Support Activities for Mining and
Oil and Gas Extraction

16

General Motors of Canada
Company

CAMI Assembly Plant

Motor Vehicle Manufacturing

17

FCA Canada Inc.

Brampton Assembly Plant

Motor Vehicle Manufacturing

18

Honda Canada Inc.

Alliston

Motor Vehicle Manufacturing

19

Peel Plastic Products Ltd.

Peel Plastic Products Ltd.

Plastic Product Manufacturing

20

The Black Velvet Distilling Co.

Black Velvet Distilling Company

Beverage Manufacturing
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VOCs (tonnes)
14527
10217
5666
4501
3762
3093
3029
2674
2554
1423
1393
1381
1264
1228
1131
1119
1003
997
988
978

Table 2.8: 2016 Top 10 VOC-Emitting companies in Canada, in descending order [68].
VOC Emissions

𝑯𝟐 prod.

(tonnes)

(tonnes))

Energy Gen. (kWh)

Suncor Energy Oil Sands Limited Partnership

14527

842

11.2 × 100

Syncrude Canada Ltd.

10217

592

7.9 × 100

Shell Canada Energy

5666

329

4.4 × 100

Diageo Canada Inc.

4501

261

3.5 × 100

Hiram Walker & Sons Ltd.

3761

218

2.9 × 100

Imperial Oil Resources Limited

3093

179

2.4 × 100

Consumers' Co-operative Refineries Limited

3029

176

2.3 × 100

Canadian Natural Resources Limited

2674

155

2.1 × 100

Syncrude Canada Ltd.

2555

148

2.0 × 100

Meadow Lake Mechanical Pulp

1423

83

1.1 × 100

Total

51446

2983

4.0 × 𝟏𝟎𝟕

Company

2.6.1 Future Work
Future work may include calculations to the expansion into other industries with consideration for
variability in VOC control processes across industries. For example, in refineries, a significant
number of VOCs are emitted through wastewater [71]. An economic analysis weighed against
possible changes in future emissions regulations would also then be required.

This technology could be applied in those industries for achieving more circular business
practices and reducing GHG emissions. In terms of the previously used definition, the FTF
process involves a cyclical innovation, specifically referring to a closing of system loops, i.e. it
uses waste VOCs to generate electricity instead of combusting the VOCs and then using external
resources like natural gas to generate electricity in the plant. It contributes to the four components
of a circular economy as previously mentioned as it uses VOCs to recovery energy, can be
expanded at many levels, will help assembly plants in achieving sustainable development, and
can further help fuel cell innovation in society.
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This paper assumed the VOCs would be used in a PEMFC. Other fuel cell devices could also be
considered for utilizing the hydrogen fuel. Research needs to be conducted into other suitable
uses of fuel cells apart from forklifts and the economic feasibility of these options.

2.7 Summary
This paper presented the current issues of air quality, GHG generation, energy efficiency and
smog generation due to automotive painting and Ford’s alternative VOC abatement system in the
use of automotive painting. The system demonstrates that it is possible to use VOCs for energy
generation. The many benefits associated with the implementation of the FTF or a similar process
in industrial automotive assembly plants were outlined. Not only does this process reduce VOCs,
NOx, SOx and CO# emissions, but also converts waste by-products to useful energy. These
,

reductions will further benefit the respective companies, especially with increasingly strict
regulations by provincial and federal governments. This technology would also improve a
company’s public image in terms of corporate social and environmental responsibility.
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Chapter 3
Reactor Design and Commissioning
3.1 Overview and Objectives
This chapter reviews the design and assembly of the lab scale reactor system that will be used in
future to test the volatile organic compound (VOC) steam reforming kinetics of a specific catalyst
to implement into the Fumes to Fuel (FTF) system. An overview of each step in the setup, as well
as the calibrating methods for specific parts, are described. The testing procedure and
performance metrics are also discussed, followed by the calculation of the kinetic parameters for
methanol steam reforming.

The initial objectives of this study required the collection of butanol steam reforming kinetic data
using an impregnated catalyst discussed in the next chapter. These were revised following
experimental setup issues such that preliminary kinetic data on methanol steam reforming was
collected and analyzed with a previously proven catalyst, BASF K3-110. This catalyst was used
to verify the ability of the reactor assembly to make accurate kinetic measurements. Following
this work, future kinetic studies should be done on the impregnated catalysts for butanol steam
reforming. Butanol was chosen because it makes up 14.6% of the VOCs in the Ford process, as
introduced in the previous chapter.

Other work has been done regarding the steam reforming of butanol and methanol in fixed bed
reactors. Table 3.1 below shows commonalities between fixed bed reactor setups by other
research groups. Methanol and butanol were the focus of the literature review conducted. Butanol
was the original feed VOC to be studied for the FTF system. Methanol has been extensively
studied and there is much that can be used to demonstrate that the experimental setup designed
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here is validated. All vaporizers were located upstream of the furnace and all condensers
downstream. The method of measuring the temperature of the catalyst bed is done either via a
thermocouple inserted in the catalyst bed or using the furnace temperature controller. It is stated
as yes if the method was not given, but it was stated that the temperature of the reaction was
monitored. All studies used a gas chromatograph (GC) with either a thermal conductivity meter
(TCD), mass spectrometry (MS), or flame ionization detector (FID), though one study used
Fourier-transform infrared (FTIR) and nondispersive infrared detector (NDIR) spectroscopy. This
comparison was used to determine the system requirements necessary to study steam reforming
kinetics.

Two particular aspects that were not discussed in most articles included the measuring of the dry
gas flow rates, and the method of opening the reactor. It was assumed that most literature did in
fact use a dry gas mass flow meter as they would require the measurement of flow rates in order
to determine conversion. The method of opening the reactor to load the catalyst is discussed later
in this chapter. Also, many of the articles did mention having a pressure sensor to monitor the
pressure in the reactor, however, some simply said they kept the reactor at atmospheric pressure.
It was, therefore, understood that all articles did have some form of a pressure sensor.
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Table 3.1: Literature comparison of experimental setups. NG means not given in article. Q=Quartz
reactor, SS=Stainless steel reactor. B=butanol, M=methanol. QW = Quartz wool. * = the study used a
U-tube shaped reactor.
Reference

L/D

Bimbela, et al. [1] [2]

NG
33.89

Reactor

Temperature

Feed

Vaporizer

Q

B

Yes

Catalyst bed

SS

B

Yes

Yes

Material

monitoring

Condenser

Ni/(Ni + Al)

Yes
Yes

Liquid

Analysis

Diluent

NG

TCD

Sand

FID

TCD

SiC

Analysis

Ni/Al# OG ; Ni/CeO# -

Bizkarra et al. [3]
[4]

Catalyst

Al# OG ; Ni/La#OG Al# OG ;

TCD,

TCD, MS,

MS, FID

FID

Yes

GC

TCD

Rh/ZrO#

Yes

MS

Ni/CeO# ; Ni/Al# OG

Yes

FID

TCD

Yes

Ni/MgO

Yes

FID

TCD

NG

Catalyst bed

Ru/Al# OG

Yes

FID

TCD

QW

CuO/ZnO/Al# OG

NG

NG

TCD

SiO#

Yes

TCD

TCD

NG

33.89

SS

B

Yes

Catalyst bed

29.5

SS

B

Yes

Furnace

NG

Q

B

Yes

Catalyst bed

12

SS

B

NG

Yes

Q

B

Yes

Yadav, et al. [10] [11]

10.5

SS

B

Yes

Agrell et al. [12]

NG

Q

M

Yes

Catalyst bed

Cai, et al. [5]
DeWoolkar, et al. [6]
Harju, et al. [7]
Roy et al. [8]
Wang et al. [9]

Basile, et al. [13]
Jiang et al. [14]*
Peppley et al. [15]
Thattarathody, et al.
[16]*

37.31

SS

M

Yes

Co/ZnO; Co/TiO# ;

Furnace

CoCeO#
K − Ni
− CaO/HTlc

CuO/ZnO/Al# OG
/MgO

NG

NDIR

QW
SiC
QW

NG

SS

M

Yes

Yes

CuO/ZnO/Al# OG

Yes

GC

TCD

𝛼-Al# OG

13.57

SS

M

NG

Catalyst bed

CuO/ZnO/Al# OG

Yes

NG

TCD

𝛼-Al# OG

NG

Q

M

Yes

Catalyst bed

CuO/ZnO/Al# OG

NG

NG

TCD, MS

QW

NG

Q

M

Yes

Catalyst bed

TCD, FID

SiC

TCD

QW

CuO/ZnO/Al# OG ;

Vazquez et al. [17]

CuO/ZnO/Al# OG

Yes

/ZrO#

Wan et al. [18]

FTIR,

SiC

NG

Q

M

Yes

Furnace

CuO/ZnO/Al# OG
/ ZrO# − CeO#

Yes

TCD,
FID
TCD

3.2 System Requirements
The goal of this experimental system was to measure the steam reforming kinetics of a chosen
VOC and evaluate catalyst performance. The main variables important to this study were the
steam to carbon ratio (S/C), reactor temperature, and the ratio of catalyst weight to feed flow
(𝑊\]^]_`a^ ⁄𝐹cdef,h ). Collecting kinetic data required that the setup be modelled as isothermal
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plug flow that could be run for extended time periods to ensure steady state, and that the setup
and procedure make the necessary following measurements for the experimental run and analysis,
based on the literature review above:
1. The mass of the catalyst.
2. The feed flow rate.
3. Ambient pressure and temperature.
4. Temperature of the catalyst bed.
5. The flow rate of dry product gas.
6. Gas composition.
7. Liquid composition.
The mass of the catalyst was measured prior to its loading into the reactor, followed by the
calculation of the feed flow rate. Ambient pressure and temperature in the lab were measured and
recorded manually. The temperature in the reactor was measured with internal thermocouples.
The gas composition was analyzed continuously via a GC with a TCD and the liquid composition
was analyzed offline in another lab. The reactor should only need to be assembled once with the
flange design in place. It may be disassembled for repair, but not for general catalyst loading and
setup shutdown.

3.3 Reactor Design
This section will discuss the iterations and final design used for the reactor, including the length
of the reactor and sizing of the flange. The reactor and apparatus were designed and built at
Queen’s University, with the measurements given in imperial units as these are the units used by
the Queen’s University Machine Shop. This design presented here will allow for the testing of the
catalyst for different types of feeds and the collection of kinetic data.
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3.3.1 Tubular Reactor
The tubular reactor used in this study was designed based on parameters that produce plug flow,
as an ideal plug flow reactor (PFR) can be used to determine the kinetics of a reaction. A PFR has
uniform radial temperature, pressure, and composition. Variations, therefore, only exist along the
pipe’s length, allowing for the assumption that all molecules have the same residence time [19].

Plug flow can also be assumed with certain design specifications for a tubular reactor, allowing
for simpler mass balances [20]. A plug flow profile requires uniform velocity, concentration,
temperature, and reaction rates in the radial direction. This uniform profile, especially in terms of
concentration and limiting back-mixing, can be achieved with a high Reynold’s number [20]. A
small differential volume can ensure a high Reynold’s number, and can be equated with a ratio of
the reactor diameter to the catalyst diameter [21]. This ratio can then be equated to a specific
reactor length to diameter length. In this study, the second specification was used with a
conservative L/D > 30 [22].

As shown in Figure 3.1, the reactor is a 316 SS pipe with an ID of ¾” and an original length of
23”. The BAC has a diameter of 1.9-2 mm, such that 10 BAC diameters yielded an inner diameter
of ¾”, as per the specification of Mears [22]. A 40 mesh SS screen was added 2” from the
bottom of the reactor, by cutting open the pipe and welded the screen and pipe back together. It
was oriented across the pipe to hold the catalyst in place. The screen allows the thermocouple to
enter through a hole in the center such that the four sensors are at the top two inches of the fixed
catalyst bed. The temperature change is kept small by adding inert 16-25 mesh 𝛼-Al# OG beads, as
these were previously used [14] [15], in the catalyst bed, ensuring the assumption of an
isothermal reactor [19]. This dilution reduces the reaction rate per unit volume and decreases the
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limiting interparticle diffusion [23]. An entrance diluent zone was used to condition the flow
before coming into contact with the catalyst followed by an exit zone of the diluent [15].

The final length of the reactor is 22”, resulting in an L/D ratio of approximately 29.3 that is only
slightly less than the conservative heuristic value of 30”.
Gasket

Flange
Sheet

Feed
entrance

Diluent
Conditioning Zone
Catalyst Bed
Exit Diluent

Mesh Screen

Product
Exit

Thermocouple

Figure 3.1: Cross section of reactor,
with the dark bands as BAC and light
sections as diluent.
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3.3.2 Flange and Sheet Design
As seen in Figure 3., a two-piece flange was designed for the top of the reactor, to reduce the
possibility for leaks when opening and closing to load and remove the catalyst. This flange was
designed as the original Swagelok ® connections were damaged after being retightened many
times. The two-part flange was sized with a 150lb raised face blank and a slip-on flange for a
nominal pipe size of ¾”. The OD of both flanges is 3.88” with a 2.75” bolt circle [24]. The bolts
were recommended for the weight by the Queen’s Machine Shop, which in turn required a torque
of 50 ft.lbs. The gasket that was used to seal the top and bottom flange was chosen based on two
requirements, an ability to withstand high temperature up to 650°C and a torque of 50 ft.lbs.
650°C was chosen as this had been the temperature maximum used in this study for testing
butanol steam reforming. The Flexitallic Thermiculite 815 ® met both criteria and was, therefore,
used.

Figure 3.2: Top and bottom flange design and dimensions
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Following the addition of the flange, a metal sheet had to be designed and welded to the reactor
such that the reactor could be bolted to the furnace, as seen in Figure 3.. The design was to ensure
the reactor was stabilized when using a torque wrench to close the flange, following the loading
of the catalyst. The sheet also had to account for the side gas inlet by including an opening on the
left-hand side of the sheet. As well, the sheet had to be bolted to the ends of the furnace, the
locations of which were determined by the inside makeup of the furnace. The location of the bolts
connecting the flange to the sheet (red circles) were determined based on their diameter (1/4”)
and the diameters of the flange bolts (small, blue circles) already in place (5/8”). The sheet bolts
were placed on a bolt circle halfway between the flange bolt circle and the edge, allowing for it to
withstand more torque [25].

Figure 3.3: Top view of sheet design with bolt locations, not to scale
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The sheet was designed to be 316 SS with a thickness of 1/16”. This thickness was calculated
according to the equation in the Machinery’s Handbook for stresses and deflections on
rectangular beams that are supported at both ends (where it is attached to the furnace) and the
load is in the middle (the reactor), as seen in Figure 3. [26]. The maximum stress (𝑓) at the center
of the beam was set equal to the yield strength, or the maximum amount of stress the material can
withstand before plastic deformation 30,000 psi [27] of 316 SS to solve for a thickness [26]:

Gmn

h = l #op

[3.1]

where l is the length of the top of the furnace, W is the load, or weight of the reactor, and b is
width of the top of the reactor. Both strengths resulted in a thickness just under 1/16”, using a
safety factor of 2 for the load. The thickness of the sheet was, therefore, set to 1/16”.

Figure 3.4: Diagram used for calculating the thickness of the metal sheet
modelled as a rectangular beam. The bolts act as the support at both ends.
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3.4 Instrumentation
This section gives an overview of the remaining experimental setup. More detailed descriptions
can be found in the Appendix A. Figure 3.5 provides a schematic diagram of the setup. The main
components are summarized in Table 3.2.

Pump 101 delivers feed from the water-methanol reservoir into the vaporizer where the liquid is
vaporized. It then flows into the heated reactor through the diluted catalyst bed. The resulting gas
flows into the condenser, where the water and methanol are condensed. The resulting dry product
gas flows through the gas blending system (GBS) mass flow controller (MFC). This MFC is
operated as a mass flow meter (MFM) by setting the valve as fully open such that it only
measures flow rather than controlling it. The flow is then is split into 2 streams, to the GC and to
the soap film meter (SFM). After the GC, the stream rejoins at the SFM to measure the product
gas flow rate and then exits to a vent. The Agilent Data Acquisition Unit (DAQ) records the
temperatures and pressures in the setup through the Agilent Benchlink DataLogger Software.
Thermocouples are used at the vaporizer, at three points inside the reactor, in the chiller, and at
the condenser exit. The thermocouples in the reactor were used to ensure there was not a
significant temperature change through the catalyst bed, especially given that the catalyst beads
were mixed with diluent. Pressure sensors were used at the reactor entrance and exit to monitor
the pressure drop across the reactor. TeamViewer was used to remote login to the computer
connected to the setup and monitor experimental runs over long periods of time, e.g. 24h.

An HP-5890 GC with a TCD was used for the dry product gas analysis. The GC has a sample
injection valve with a 250 𝜇L sample loop and a Restek 2 m x 1 mm I.D. micro packed
ShinCarbon ST 100/120 mesh column. An 8.5% H2 in helium mixture was used as the carrier gas
at a flow rate of 10 mL/min, ensuring a hydrogen peak on the chromatograph would appear
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completely negative [15]. The GC results were collected using PeakSimple software. Collection
began once the product gas flow rate had stabilized. The chromatogram results were collected and
analyzed. All compositions are on a dry molar basis as the water and methanol were removed in
the condenser upstream of the GC. The operation of the GC is explained further in Appendix A.
Calibration and error analysis for the GC are explained in Section 3.6.1.

E-101
Nitrogen

E-101
Vaporizer

P-102
HPLC

Liquid VOC

R-101
Desorber
Reactor

TS
Temp
Controller

Temp
Controller

TS

PS

MFM

E-102
Furnace

DAQ

F

V-104
Reducing Valve

PS
V-102
Manual

TS

V-109
Manual

Condenser Trap
E-102
Cal Gas

V-106

SFM
F

TC

Product Exhaust

Chiller
E-103
Carrier
Gas

GC
V-107

V-32

Figure 3.5: P&ID of experimental setup.
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Table 3.2: Instrumentation List
Component

Manufacturer and Model

Specs

Water and Methanol Pump

Gilson ® 305/3-6/307 Pump

0.000 to 200.000 mL/min

Mixer Vaporizer

In house

-

Heating Tape

OmegaLux ™ Flexible Heating Tape

Max. temp 900°F

Aluminum Tape

3M ™ Aluminum Foil Tape 425

Max Operating T at 149°C

Reactor, flange

In house

316 SS, 150lb flange

Flange thread lubricant

Swagelok Silver Goop ®

Max Temp at 815°C

Gasket

Flexitallic ® Thermicullite 815

Max 982°C

Furnace and furnace

Pottery Supply House

Max. temp 1000°C

Emman’s Limited Multipoint K Type

1/16" x 20" w/ 4 pts. at hot end, 2-3 ft.

Thermocouple

leads

Unknown

K type

Heating tape temperature

Cole-Parmer ® Temperature Controller

230VAC, 10A Model

controller

89000-05

P-Sensor

Cole Parmer ® Model 07356-03

P-Sensor Power Source

Retail Plus Computer Power Supply ®

temperature controller
Internal Thermocouple
Thermocouple-Vaporizer,
Chiller

0-100 psig, 1-5 VDC output, error: ±0.4%
of reading
115/230 VAC

ATX465W
Condenser

In house

Chiller

Lauda Alpha RA 8 Cooling Thermostat

-25-100°C ± 0.05°C

GBS

Fuel Cell Research Center

Contains 4 Bronkhorst ® MFCs

GBS MFC

Bronkhorst ® F-201CV-100-ABD

Max. 250 mL/min for H , error: ±
2

(0.0015% of reading + 0.25mL/min)
GC

HP-5890

Soap Film Meter

Cole-Parmer ® burette modified at RMC

25mL with manually added side inlet

Department of Chemistry and Chemical
Engineering
DAQ Unit

Keysight Technologies 34972A Data

20 channels, thermocouple reading error:

Acquisition Unit ©

± 1°C, Pressure sensor reading error: ±
(0.0035% of reading + 0.005V)

DAQ Software

Agilent

-

GBS DAQ Software

Bronkhorst ®

Accurate up to 130% of flow

EZ IQ™ GC Software

Inficon

-
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3.5 Procedure
This section outlines the procedure used in the loading of the catalyst and the collection of kinetic
data. The multipoint thermocouple was inserted through the bottom of the reactor. A hole in the
center of the mesh ensured penetration of the thermocouple through the mesh and into the catalyst
bed below.

After several runs were attempted with the impregnated catalyst supported on the beaded
activated carbon, as will be described in chapter 4, there was a carbon buildup on the
thermocouple. The buildup was unable to be removed, so the thermocouple had to be replaced
with a single point thermocouple.

3.5.1 Catalyst Loading
The BASF K3-110 catalyst was used for testing as this had previously been used to test the
kinetics of methanol steam reforming [28] [29]. Both the catalyst and diluent were crushed and
screened separately to be between 16-35 mesh. The fines were then removed by putting the 16-35
mesh particles between two 50 mesh screens and dusting them off with compressed air. Dusting
off the fines avoids an increase in the pressure drop through the bed. The catalyst bed was made
up by adding alpha alumina and catalyst using a snowstorm filler in alternating portions. The
reactor was loaded in an order of 0.12” diluent exit zone, a 2” mixed catalyst and diluent bed, and
a 2.75” diluent conditioning zone using a snowstorm filler, as seen in previously in Figure 3.7.

Once the catalyst and diluent were added, the gasket was placed on top of the bottom flange,
followed by the top flange. The bolts were lubricated with high temperature Swagelok Silver
Goop® and hand tightened to the top flange, in the order as seen in Figure 3.. A torque of 50
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ft.lbs, or 67.79 Nm [30], was then applied with a torque wrench in the same order to ensure an
even seal across the flange.

Figure 3.6: Top view of reactor, flange, and
sheet on top of furnace.

3.5.2 System Operation
The experimental setup was run according to the following general steps:
1. A leak check was done by pressurizing the system with hydrogen and testing with a
combustible gas detector. Any loose connections were tightened.
2. The condenser, furnace, and vaporizer were set to the desired temperature. The catalyst
was tested at 3 different temperatures, 200, 240, and 260°C. The GBS and DAQ were
turned on.
3. The volume of water to be added to the desired methanol volume was determined with
the following equation, though the mass of the liquids may also be used:

Vstu (m) mL =
w
x

ratio

z{m|t}
z{m~

•Vxs€us mL x

-‚
-... z‚

x

-... ƒ
- „ƒ

x 0.786
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ˆ‰Š~| }|
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-†..#

z‚

x 1ƒ

|t}

x

- z{m~
z{m~|€}|

Œ

[3.2]

Densities were measured at the room temperature. The methanol and water were mixed to
be used as the feed reservoir.
4. When the leak check was completed, the three-way valves were turned so that the
nitrogen was purging the feed reservoir. If air bubbles persisted in the feed lines, the
connections were concluded to be leaking and were replaced.
5. The catalyst was activated by reducing the copper with 1:1 steam: methanol vapor
between 240-260°C [37].
6. The desired flow rate of the methanol-water feed was set on the HPLC pump control
panel. The exact flow rate was determined from a calibration curve. The feed reservoir
was degassed continuously with nitrogen to ensure that no dissolved oxygen was
introduced to the feed.
7. The reactor operating conditions and product gas flow rate were monitored to determine
when steady state was achieved.
8. The product flow rate was monitored continuously by a mass flow meter and calibrated
for the specific product gas composition during the experimental runs using the SFM
readings corrected to STP. Five SFM flow rate reading were taken and the exact time
recorded. The average of these readings was later compared with the average reading of
the mass flow meter reading for the same time period to obtain a calibration point.

3.6 Preliminary Testing
This section discusses the initial data collection and calculations of kinetic parameters. An
equation was derived for fitting the reaction rate constant in terms of conversion and space time.
The activation energy was then calculated and compared to literature values to validate the
experimental setup. These calculations and runs were done according to the procedure used in a
previous Queen’s chemical engineering thesis by Aida Khosravi [28].
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3.6.1 Mole Balances
The total dry gas outlet flow rate was measured using the MFM. This measurement was
calibrated continuously with the SFM. The SFM readings were taken often during the run and
then converted to the volumetric flow rate at STP using equation 5.3 and 5.4:

‘

∙#/G.-,

’“”‰
Vw•‘ [mL /min] = -.-.G#,

Fš [mol/s ] = xš ∙

œ•žŸ
œ ,•žŸ ∙0.

∙ •–‰‰ˆ

= xš ∙

∙ Vw—˜

[3.3]

œ•žŸ

[3.4]

##,G¡0 ∙0.

where P£¤¥{ is the barometric pressure of the Kingston airport in kPa, T¦{{z is the ambient
temperature measurement of the lab in K, and Vw—˜ is the volumetric flow rate recorded from the
SFM in mL/min. Then these sets of data were converted to the dry gas molar flow rate using
equation 5.4 where xš is the mole fraction of component i, V˜,w•‘ is the molar volume of an ideal
gas at STP in mL/mol, and F is the molar flow rate of component i.
i

Steam reforming of methanol involves the three main reactions below, the reforming reaction (I),
the WGS reaction (II), and methanol decomposition (III) [15].

CHG OH + H# O → 3H# + CO#

(I)

CO + H# O ⇌ H# + CO#

(II)

CHG OH → CO + 2H#

(III)
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These were used to construct atom balances based on the molar flow rate of H, C, and O to
calculate conversion.

C balance: 𝐹¨f€ ef,h = 𝐹¨f€ ef + 𝐹¨e + 𝐹¨et
H balance: 4𝐹¨f€ef,h,h + 2𝐹ft e,h = 4𝐹¨f€ef + 2𝐹fte + 2𝐹ft
O balance: 𝐹¨f€ ef,h + 𝐹fte,h = 𝐹¨f€ ef + 𝐹ft e + 𝐹¨e + 2𝐹¨et
Any water or methanol in the product stream forms a liquid that remains in the condenser where
the flow rate cannot be measured using the SFM and GBS. These balances were, therefore,
rearranged such that the inlet and outlet flow rate of methanol were defined only in terms of H#
and CO, as CO has a much lower solubility in water than CO [31].
2

Solve the C balance for Fxut :
𝐹¨et = (𝐹¨f€ef,h − 𝐹¨f€ ef ) − 𝐹¨e

[3.5]

Solve for H balance for Fstu and Fst u,{ and divide by 2:
2(𝐹¨f€ef,h − 𝐹¨f€ ef ) − 𝐹ft = 𝐹ft e − 𝐹ft e,h

[3.6]

Rearrange O balance:
(𝐹¨f€ef,h − 𝐹¨f€ ef ) − 𝐹¨e − 2𝐹¨et = 𝐹ft e − 𝐹ft e,h

[3.7]

Substitute [5.6] into [5.7]
(𝐹¨f€ef,h − 𝐹¨f€ ef ) − 𝐹¨e − 2𝐹¨et = 2(𝐹¨f€ef,h − 𝐹¨f€ ef ) − 𝐹ft
Substitute [5.5] into [5.8]:
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[3.8]

(𝐹¨f€ef,h − 𝐹¨f€ ef ) − 𝐹¨e − 2ª(𝐹¨f€ ef,h − 𝐹¨f€ ef ) − 𝐹¨e « = 2(𝐹¨f€ ef,h − 𝐹¨f€ ef ) − 𝐹ft
Solve for (𝐹¨f€ ef,h − 𝐹¨f€ ef ):

𝐹¨f€ef,h − 𝐹¨f€ ef =

¬-t ® ¬¯°

[3.9]

G

Measuring conversion was necessary to evaluate the performance of the experimental setup and
in determining the activation energy and rate constant. Methanol conversion, 𝑋¨f€ef is expressed
by the following equation [19]:

𝑋¨f€ ef =

z{m²³ {p z²´µ¤¶{m ¥²¤·´²¸
z{m²³ {p z²´µ¤¶{m ¤´ š¶m²´

× 100% =

—~|€}|,‰ º—~|€}|
—~|€}|,‰

[3.10]

where Fxs€ us,{ is the inlet butanol molar flow rate, Fš is the outlet molar flow rate of compound
“i”, and inserting equation [5.9] into the formula for conversions results in the use of only
measurable flow rates:

Xxs¼us =

—|t ® —~}

[3.11]

G —~|€ }|,‰

Values of conversion are given in Appendix B. These are then used in calculating the activation
energy and rate constant, as described in the next section.

3.6.2 Determination of Activation Energy and Rate Constant
Rate data from an experiment can be used to determine the kinetic parameters involved in a
reaction or set of reactions. For heterogeneous reactions, the rate needs to be normalized by the
interfacial area in which the reaction is taking place, or the solid-liquid interface, i.e. the catalyst
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active sites [19]. Therefore, the reaction rate should be written in terms of the mass of the catalyst
using space time.

Space time (𝜏) is the amount of time needed to process one reactor volume of fluid based on the
conditions at the entrance and is defined in terms of the catalyst weight as this is the most
important aspect regarding product formation [10] [19]:

τ=

x¿‰ n
—¿‰

=

n
ÀÁ

= [mass of catalyst.time/feed volume]

[3.12]

where CÂ{ is the concentration of component A in the feed (mol/mG³{m¶ ), FÂ{ is the molar flow
rate of A (mol/s), Q— is the feed volumetric flow rate (mG /s), and W is the weight of the catalyst
(kg). The space time is then used in determining the first order rate constant.

The reaction rate equation that is used can be various proposed reactions that are then written in
terms of conversion with units of mole/(mass of catalyst.time) [19]. For reactors that have porous
catalysts, the design equation is below [20] [32] [33]:
Fxs€us,{ dXxs€us = −rxs€ us dW

[3.13]

Integrating over the length of the reactor yields:
n
—~|€}|,‰

Ç

= ∫. ~|€}| º¥

~|€ }|

dXxs€ us

[3.14]

Multiplying both sides by the inlet methanol concentration, 𝐶cÉef,h , will allow the equation to be
written in terms of space time:
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τ=

nx~|€}|,‰
—~|€}|,‰

Ç

= C˜²us,{ ∫. ~|€}|

º¥~|€}|

dXxs€ us

[3.15]

For a first-order, irreversible, catalytic reaction, or where the reaction is most influenced by
surface kinetics, and where ε accounts for changes in volume:
−rxs€ us =

„x Ë}|,‰ (-ºÌ Ë}| )
(-®ÍÌ Ë}| )

[3.16]

Substituting this into [5.16] yields:
Ç

τ = C˜²us,{ ∫. ~|€ }|

Î1+ÍxMeOH Ï
dX
kCMeOH,o Î1−xMeOH Ï xs€us

[3.17]

Simplifying and replacing MeOH with A:

τk =

x¿,‰
x¿,‰

Ç Î1+Íx Ï

∫. ¿ kÎ1−xA Ï dXÂ

[3.18]

A

Ç Î1+ÍxA +Í− Í Ï

= ∫. ¿
Ç

=∫. ¿ −ε

Î1−xA Ï

(1−xA )
(1−xA )

dXÂ

Ç

(1+ ε )

dXÂ − ∫. ¿ (x
Ç

= −εxA − (ε + 1) ∫. ¿ (x

A −1)

A −1)

dXÂ

dXÂ

= −εxA − (ε + 1) ln (xA − 1)

= −(1 + ε)ln (1 − Xxs€ us ) − εXxs€ us

[3.19]

where k is the first-order reaction rate constant (𝑚 G/(kgs)) [20]. εxs€ us accounts for the change
in volume occurring from zero to complete conversion [20]. For irreversible methanol steam
reforming and accounting for stoichiometry:
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ε=

œÒ~| }| ÓÔºœÒ~| }| ÓÕ
€
€
œÒ~| }| ÓÕ

‹º#

=

#

€

= 1

[3.20]

resulting in the simplification of [5.18]:
kτ = −2lnÎ1 − Xxs€ us Ï − Xxs€ us

[3.21]

The reaction rate constant k(T) was then determined experimentally from the conversion of each
run, as seen in Table 3.3., where the flow rate was kept constant for each run.
Table 3.3: Calculated Rate Constants
Temperature (K)

Conversion

Rate Constant (𝒎𝟑 /(kgs))

Error

200

0.20

5.52 × 10º/

3.00 × 10º/

240

0.77

4.91 × 10º0

3.78 × 10º/

260

0.99

2.07 × 10º,

4.23 × 10º/

The rate constant was then fitted to the Arrhenius equation [34]:
k(T) = AeºÙ/¦•

lnÎk(T)Ï = ln(A) −

[3.22]

Ù-

[3.23]

¦•

where A is the pre-exponential factor (m /(kg.s)), E is the activation energy (kJ/mol), R is the gas
3

constant (kJ/mol.K), and T is the temperature (K). This can be rearranged, as in equation [3.23],
such that it can be graphed linearly with 1/T plotted against ln(k), as seen in Figure 3.7. E can
then be calculated as the slope and ln(A) as the intercept, resulting in the following equation:

𝑘 (𝑇) = 2.51 × 10/ eº-#‹/¦•

[3.24]
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where E is 124 kJ/mol and A is 2.51× 10/ mG /(kgs). E was then compared to other activation
energies in literature. This activation energy is similar to reported values, given the standard
deviation, thereby validating the experimental setup.

-6

y = -14909x + 17.037
R² = 0.9898

-8

Ln(k)

-10
-12
-14
-16
-18
0.00185

0.0019

0.00195

0.002

0.00205

0.0021

0.00215

1/T (1/K)

Figure 3.7: First order reaction rate constant as a function of temperature

Table 3.4: Comparison Activation Energies from Literature
Activation Energy (kJ.mol )

Temperature Range (°C)

Reference

102.8

180-280

[29]

96±4

220-240

[28]

-1

3.7 Error Analysis
Random error in an experiment should be quantified statistically via two variables, it’s mean, xÜ,
and standard deviation, s. The relative standard deviation (RSD), or the coefficient of variation, is
also used to determine the repeatability of a set data using the following equations [35]:

xÜ =

∑Ì

[3.25]

¶
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s= l

∑(Ì º ÌÜ)t

[3.26]

(¶ º -)

RSD = s¥²m =

³

[3.27]

Ì

A confidence interval was calculated for the mean response of the observed values using a
student t-distribution, as it is a continuous probability distribution with a small sample size, n<30,
and standard deviation, σ, is unknown. This calculated error was then also used when calculating
selectivity and conversion, as the error involved in measuring the gas composition propagates
through into those calculations.

Simple linear regression was used to calibrate the pump and GBS using a fitted regression line,
eqn. 5.27, to predict the mean response. The line was forced through the origin and a 95%
confidence interval was calculated.

𝑦á = 𝑏h + 𝑏- 𝑥

[3.28]

The equation used for the 100(1-a)% confidence interval on the mean response of a random
variable at x = x{ is [36]:

yá{ − t ∝æ# l

∑(Ì‰ ºÌÜ)t
(¶ºç)

< y < yá{ + t ∝æ# l

∑(Ì‰ º ÌÜ)t

[3.29]

(¶ºç)

where t ∝æ is a value of the t-distribution with n-1 degrees of freedom, yá{ is the fitted estimate,
#

and n is the sample size. This confidence interval determines the uncertainty in the regression
based on the residuals (x{ − xÜ).
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The error from each step propagated through to the final activation energy calculation. For
example, each piece of equipment specified percent errors, as noted in Table 3.. The Bronkhorst
MFMs have a percent error of ± (0.0015% of reading + 0.25mL/min). The error was calculated
for the rate constants based on the procedure used in a previous Queen’s chemical engineering
thesis by Brant Peppley as the same method of data collection and analysis was used in this
thesis. Peppley determined the relative error on the conversion was 6% of the reading [37]. This
percent error was applied in this work using a simplified expression for the calculation of k and
the method for the percent error involved in a ln function:

kτ = −2lnÎ1 − Xxs€ us Ï − Xxs€ us

Err 𝑘(𝑇) =

[3.21]

#(...0)º...0Ç~|€}|

[3.30]

é

The confidence interval on the final activation energy and the pre-exponential factor were
calculated using the regression data analysis tool in Excel. However, it was not possible to get
reliable 95% confidence intervals given that there was only one degree of freedom. Further work
should be done to more accurately determine the error when running future experiments.

3.7.1 Gas Composition
The major sources of error involved with a GC are usually sampling and sample preparation [35].
In this case, the sampling procedure will be calibrated. The calibration gas mixtures are listed in
Table 3.. Specific components during calibration and product gas analysis were identified based
on their peak area and retention time. Linear calibration curves and confidence intervals were
constructed for the GC for the 200 and 240°C runs in the PeakSimple software, as seen in
Appendix B. The hydrogen peaks in the 260°C run were much larger due to a pressure build up in
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the sample loop. This issue was corrected by fitting a quadratic calibration curve to the 260°C GC
results. A quadratic curve could have been used for the 200 and 240°C runs, however, this would
only slightly change their results.

Table 3.5: GC Calibration Gas Compositions
Composition 1:

Composition 2:

Volume %

Volume %

CG H†

1

0

C# H0

2

0

C# H‹

2

0

CO#

5

16.5

CH‹

10

0

CO

7

16.1

N#

20

0.7

H#

53

66.7

Component

The GC is used to measure the chromatogram area of the reformate. The calibration gases were
run multiple times and a calibration curve of composition versus area was constructed in
PeakSimple, with the slope being the response factor (RF) used to determine mole percent in the
product gas:

RFê =

Â‘ëìí

[3.31]

î¶{ï¶ zšÌ´ð¥² ñ{m %

The amount of the component in the experimental sample, xš ò , could then be calculated [38]:

xš ò =

óôëõö÷øù

[3.32]

¦—ú

The GC calibration curves as determined in PeakSimple were:
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H# : y = 9.7694x
CO: y = 178.6775x
CO# : y = 9215.7143x

where y is the area of the chromatogram peak (mV.s) and x is the component percentage. These
were only used for the 200°C and 240°C runs and for the 260°C CO and CO# compositions. For
the 260°C H# run, the calibration curve was:

H# : y = 0.0413x # + 7.2995x
The GC provided percent errors for each gas measurement, as seen in Table 3.. For the 200°C
average hydrogen peak, the final mole percent would then be 59.903 ± 5.844%.

Table 3.6: Gas composition error from GC
Component

Percent Error of Reading

H#

0.0976%

CO

1.7692%

CO#

2.1538%

3.8 Conclusions and Future Work
As previously stated, the initial objective of this study was to design and build an experimental
setup that could give useable data to determine kinetic parameters of the system. This chapter
discussed the steps leading up to the commissioning and testing of a fixed bed reactor to
determine the kinetic parameters for methanol steam reforming for various feed flow rates and
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reactor temperatures. This data collection resulted in an activation energy of 124 kJ/mol, agreeing
with literature values. The setup and reactor, therefore, may be used in future work, particularly
in the achievement of the third objective in which the impregnated catalyst will be used in
studying the steam reforming of VOCs present in the FTF system, namely butanol. Given time
constraints, kinetic studies were not able to be performed on the impregnated catalysts. More
research should be done into testing the performance of specific catalysts, both with methanol and
butanol as feedstocks.

More extensive statistical analysis should be done, specifically in determining the propagation
error throughout each measurement. As well, a formal least squares regression method should be
used in solving for the kinetic parameters.

More replicates should be done for each temperature. This would give a more accurate
calculation for the activation energy and hopefully result in mole percents of each product gas
component that sum to 100%.
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Chapter 4
Catalyst Impregnation and Characterization
4.1 Background and Objectives
Following the commissioning of the reactor, the overall objective of the thesis and ongoing
research is to create and identify effective steam reforming catalysts and support combinations
that will be tested in the experimental setup described in chapter 3. The catalysts should be able to
reform butanol, the chosen volatile organic compound (VOC), so that they could be effective in
the Ford Fumes to Fuel (FTF) process. The effectiveness of the catalysts will be quantified by
their reforming activity, thermal stability, and resistance to coke formation. The catalysts will
then be used to collect kinetic data on low-temperature steam reforming. The objective of the
current chapter is to describe and evaluate the catalyst impregnation procedure. Future work will
include the evaluation of additional catalysts in the described experimental setup.

Catalysts play a major role in industrial processes by increasing product margins significantly
more than their cost [1]. They also decrease the energy and raw materials needed and produce
products that could not otherwise be produced [118]. They are effective because they provide an
alternate sequence of elementary steps for a chemical reaction, specifically by lowering the
activation energy [3]. Heterogeneous, versus homogeneous, catalysts are often chosen for the
ease of product separation to allow a more continuous process. Solid catalysts are also usually
more tolerant of more extreme conditions [4].

There are three general elementary steps involved in heterogeneous catalysis. The first is the
activation of the reactants as they adsorb onto the catalyst. The second is the reaction of the
adsorbed intermediate. Usually a surface reaction is the rate determining step (RDS) because the
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free energy change involved with adsorption is negligible compared to the energy change in the
surface reaction. The final step involved is the desorption of the product [4].

Adsorption is defined as the enrichment of a gas or liquid component present in a bulk, fluid
phase as a function of the interfacial area with a solid surface, or the adsorbent. The type of
adsorption taking place on a catalyst when a reaction occurs is chemisorption, where the reactant
molecule forms a covalent bond with the metal surface and thus can only form a monolayer. As
this involves a chemical reaction, this process involves an enthalpy change of over 80 kJ/mol.
Physisorption involves weak Van der Waal bonds, and a corresponding enthalpy change of less
than 40 kJ/mol. Physisorbed molecules can form multiple layers, involving interactions between
molecules, and therefore cannot catalyze reactions [4] [5].

Adsorbents can be used as catalysts or catalyst supports in industrial settings, along with many
other applications. Adsorption isotherms are used to characterize an adsorbent and relate the
amount of the adsorbate and the equilibrium pressure, or concentration of the adsorbate.
Adsorbate-adsorbate and adsorbate-absorbent interactions both take place on the catalyst surface.

Supported metal catalysts are comprised of a catalytically active material over an adsorbent to
increase the dispersion of the catalyst and encourage the desired reactions [6]. These differ from
average catalysts in that they concentrate specific compounds while also leading some to react.
The reacted and unreacted adsorbed components then desorb into a more concentrated stream
while the bulk fluid is emitted separately [123]. The metals are impregnated onto the support by
dissolving a metal precursor in liquid and combining it with the support. The solvent must then be
removed from the voids and surface of the catalyst through drying [8]. Dispersing a catalytic
metal on a solid support will increase its surface area, which is highly beneficial as these metals
can be costly [4].
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4.1.1 Previous Work on Steam Reforming Catalysts
Methanol is the feed used the validate the experimental setup, as described in the previous
chapter. Butanol, however, was the chosen VOC used to represent the FTF process. Therefore, a
catalyst was made to steam reform butanol. Butanol steam reforming has mostly been studied
with the use of Ni and Co catalysts. These can often lead to coke formation and thus catalyst
deactivation [9] [10] [11]. Coke formation is less likely on noble metals, Ru, Rh, Pd, and Pt [10].
Rhodium has often been studied as a catalyst for steam reforming [12] [13], though at low
temperatures it has been shown to be prone to coke formation [127]. Ruthenium is attractive as it
is the least expensive of the four. It has also been shown to be active in steam reforming at
temperatures below 500°C, especially towards the water-gas shift (WGS) reaction [10] [15]. It
has also previously been used for other oxygenated organic compounds [16] [17] Table 4.1
compares catalysts used for butanol steam reforming. The following acronyms were used for the
catalyst characterization column: EDX = energy dispersive X-ray spectroscopy, DRIFT = diffuse
reflectance infrared Fourier transform, ICP-AES/ ICP-OES = inductively coupled plasma-atomic
emission spectroscopy, NAD = N adsorption-desorption isotherms, OSC = oxygen storage
2

capacity, RS = Raman spectroscopy, SEM = scanning electron microscopy, TGA =
thermogravimetric analysis, TEM = transmission electron microscopy, TPR/ TPO/ TPD =
temperature programmed reduction/ oxidation/ desorption, XPS = X-ray photoelectron
spectroscopy, XRD = X-ray diffraction, and XRF= X-ray fluorescence spectrometry.

The support chosen for this study was Kureha R-70 BAC (Beaded Activated Carbon), as this was
used at Ford, and BAC has previously been shown to be used as an adsorbent for other steam
reforming metal catalysts [1] [18], particularly for glycerol [19] [20] [21]. Also, the beaded aspect
will result in less of a pressure drop across the catalyst bed than if a powder were used [1]. In this
chapter, this catalyst will be referred to as Ruthenium on BAC (Ru/BAC).
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Table 4.1: Literature Review on Catalysts for Butanol Steam Reforming
Study

Bimbela, et al.

Feed

Butanol

[11] [22]

Catalyst

Catalyst Prep

Characterization for

Characterization

fresh catalyst

for spent catalyst

23, 28, and 33 wt%

Coprecipitation,

ICP-OES, NAD, TPR,

Ni/ (Ni+Al)

Calcined 3h

XRD

Bizkarra, et al.

M-xylene,

13 wt % Ni/ A-

Wet impregnation,

H# Chemisorption, ICP-

[23] [135]

butanol, and

Al#OG , where A =

stirred overnight,

EAS, NAD, TPR, XPS,

furfal mixture

10wt% CeO#,

dried for 1h, calcined

XRD

6wt%La#OG , or

for 4h

SEM
XRD, XPS, TGA

3wt%MgO
Cai, et al. [25]

Butanol,

Co/ZnO, Co/TiO#,

Incipient wetness

ICP-OES, NAD, RS,

acetone,

Co/CeO#,

impregnation (IWI),

TGA, RS

CoIr/ZnO

dried 16h, calcined 5h

CoIr/CeZrO#

IWI, dried 16h,

CO Chemisorption, CO#

calcined 5h

adsorption calorimetry,

ethanol

TPO, RS

mixture
Cai, et al. [26]

Butanol,
acetone,
ethanol

DRIFT, OSC, TEM, TPR,

mixture
Dewoolkar, et
al. [27]

Butanol

RS, TEM, XRD

TPD, RS, XPS, XRD
Ni-K-CaO/Htlc, Ni-

Coprecipitation, dried

EDX, NAD, SEM, XRD

TGA

CaO/Htlc,

for 16h, calcined 5h or

NiCaO/Al#OG

6h; wet impregnation,

Vacuum assisted IWI,

H# Chemisorption,NAD,

TPO

dried 12h, calcined 4h
Harju, et al.
[9] [127]

Butanol

0.5wt% Rh/ZrO#

dried 2h, calcine 1h

XRF,

Medrano, et

Butanol

28 wt% Ni-Mg/Al,

Coprecipitation; IWI,

H# Chemisorption and

28 wt% Ni-Ca/Al

dried, calcined 3h

Attrition, NAD, SEM,

al. [28]

SEM, TPO

TPO, TPR
Roy, et al.

Butanol

[29]

20 wt% Ni/ Al#OG ,

Wet impregnation,

H# Chemisorption, NAD,

H#

CeO#

dried 2h, calcined 2h

XPS

Chemisorption,

NAD, TPR, TEM, XPS

NAD, TEM
Wang, et al.

Butanol,

0.12 and 0.16 wt%

IWI, dried, calcined

[30]

acetone

Ni/MgO

5h

Butanol

5wt%Ru/Al#OG

Catalyst bought

H# Chemisorption, NAD,

already impregnated

SEM, XRD

Butanol

Ni/HTlc

Catalyst bought

NAD, SEM, TPR, XRD

ethanol,
mixture and
individual
Yadav, et al.
[10]
Yadav, et al.
[31]

already impregnated
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TGA

XRD

This chapter presents and discusses the methods used in the impregnation and characterization of
a specific Ru/BAC catalyst. The catalyst was prepared in-house and characterized using
measurements obtained at Queen’s and at RMC. Because of unanticipated repairs and redesign
required for the setup as described in chapter 3, only preliminary tests were able to be done with
the impregnated Ru/BAC catalyst. From these experiments, it was concluded this catalyst has no
reforming ability. Possible reasons for this are described in this chapter.

4.2. Materials and Methods
This section will outline the methods used for characterization of the unimpregnated support,
impregnation of the support, and then characterization of the impregnated support.

4.2.1 Support Characterization
This section discusses characterization of the support structure prior to impregnation. This
includes surface area and pore volume analysis, as well as thermogravimetric analysis.

The surface area and pore volume were used to characterize the adsorbent prior to impregnation
using the Autosorb 1C. The samples were degassed with liquid nitrogen at 300°C until reaching
the desired partial pressure before N adsorption-desorption isotherms were generated at 77.35K.
2

Then, the specific surface area was determined from multi-point Brunauer-Emmett-Teller (BET)
analysis. First, the weight of the adsorbate monolayer (Wz ) is determined from:

n(

Ÿ
º-)
Ÿ‰

-

=n

ˆx

xº- ‘

+n

[4.1]

ˆ x ‘‰

where W is the weight of the gas (g) adsorbed at a relative pressure,

‘
‘‰

, and C is a constant

related to adsorption energy in the monolayer [32]. This is then used to find the surface area:
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𝑆=

ýö þóÿ

[4.2]

ýc

where S is the specific surface area of the sample (m# /g), N is Avogadro’s number, A· is the
cross-sectional area of the adsorbate molecule (mol/g∙molecule), W is the weight of the sample
(g) and M is the molecular weight of the adsorbate (g/mol) [32]. The total aqueous pore volume
can be calculated by measuring the amount of vapour adsorbed at a relative temperature,
assuming pores are filled with liquid adsorbate, similar to [4.1]:

𝑉ô" =

‘“œ“#$ œˆ

[4.3]

¦•

except that V¤¸³ here is the volume of nitrogen (cmG /g) adsorbed at a P/Po closest to 1 and Vz is
the molar volume of nitrogen (34.7 cmG/mol) [32]. The results are in Table 4.2.
Table 4.2: Physisorption characterization results
Adsorbent

Surface Area
𝟐

(𝒎 /𝒈)

Pore Volume
(𝒄𝒎𝟑 /𝒈)

BAC

1111

0.6214

BAC

1171

0.6498

BAC

1027

0.5668

BAC

1153

0.5627

BAC

1049

0.5691

Average

1102 ±56

0.5940 ± 0.0352

The pore volume calculated here will be used in section 4.2.1, which discusses the steps used in
impregnating the catalyst.
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A Q500 Thermogravimetric analysis (TGA) was used to characterize the impregnated catalyst to
determine its calcination temperature. The sample was placed on a platinum pan and heated under
nitrogen at 40mL/min from room temperature to 600°C at 5°C/min. The calcination temperature
was determined to be the point at which the derivative of the weight percent peaks before catalyst
degradation, i.e. at which the catalyst loses the most weight due to the loss of the precursor
ligands. The test was repeated three times in June 2017 and four times in April 2018, with the
results checked under SEM for degradation. The second set of TGA runs was done to confirm the
calcination temperature to see if that was the reason for the solute dispersion in the layers. The
results are listed below. There are distinct differences in the calcination temperature depending on
the date. This could possibly be explained by the improvement of employing the impregnation
procedure. More runs should be done until a consistent temperature is reached.
Table 4.3: Results of TGA runs
TGA Run

Calcination Temperature (°C)

April 2018

450

April 2018

460

April 2018

460

April 2018

480

June 2017

506

June 2017

502

June 2017

501

Average

480 ± 23

4.2.2 Impregnation
This section provides background about the importance of catalyst impregnations and the typical
steps involved in impregnating supported catalysts. Specific steps used for impregnating the
Ru/BAC catalyst in this study are also described.
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Impregnation of a metal on a catalyst support follows 6 basic steps: impregnation, equilibration/
aging, solid-liquid separation, drying, air calcination, and activation. The metal precursor is made
up of the metal ionic species and the precursor salts, which are used to regulate the solution’s pH
and ionic strength. Transition metal precursors of groups 8-10 on the periodic table are usually
deposited with water as the ligand. Water is easily exchanged with certain surface groups of the
supports to allow for deposition of the metal [33]. Due to the costly nature of precursors, the
impregnation aims for uniform distribution and complete deposition. Also, uniform distribution is
preferential for slow reactions on larger catalyst bodies, allowing reactants time to diffuse to sites
[1]. The solvent must then be removed by drying. The final two steps can radically affect the
surface of the final catalyst, depending on the precursor [8].

Impregnations can be carried out under wet or dry conditions. Incipient wetness impregnation
(IWI) is often the method used for SR catalysts [25], [28], [34]. IWI requires adding an
impregnating solution that is equal to the pore volume of the support and the least amount of
precursor [8]. There should be no remaining solution outside of the pores [8]. The mixture may
release heat when the solid/ liquid interface replaces the solid/ gas interface. Depending on the
solute adsorption strength or the diffusion times into the pores, the resulting distribution can be
egg shell (strong, short times) or uniform (weak, long times). IWI doesn’t involve controlling the
pH more than the use of the precursor salts, though it usually ends up near the point of zero
charge of the support, or the point at which the hydroxyl groups on the support are neutral [35].

The support must be dry before impregnation, as it was found that BAC contained less static
electricity when dried. In this study, the supports were dried at 100°C overnight. The metal
precursor, usually a metal salt, was dissolved in deionized water prior to impregnation [8]. The
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ruthenium chloride hydrate precursor, Ru(III)ClG ∙ xH# O, is soluble in water up to 300g/L [36].
The amount of precursor and water is determined by the pore volume, mass of the support, and
desired weight percent. BAC pore volume was determined by N adsorption-desorption data using
2

a Quantachrome Autosorb 1. The volume of water is calculated through the following equation:
V=

‘“ œŸ' œˆ z$())‰”*

[4.4]

¦•

where V is the volume of water to be added to the impregnation solution (mL), P¤ is ambient
pressure (atm), R is the gas constant (82.057cmG ∙ atm/(K∙mol) ), T is the temperature (K),
m³ðçç{¥´ is the mass of the support to be impregnated (g), V‘œ is the pore volume (cmG /g) as
determined by the adsorption-desorption data, and Vz is the molar volume of the liquid
(cmG /mol).
The mass of the precursor to add to the impregnation solution is determined by:
metal loading wt% =

zˆË*“Š
z*‰*“Š ,“*“Š-$*

∙ 100% =

zˆË*“Š
z$())‰”* ®zˆË*“Š

z²´¤m m{¤¸š¶ƒ ï´%

precursor wt% = ˜ˆË*“Š ∙¶ˆË*“Š

/˜
)”Ë,(”$‰” ∙¶)”Ë,(”$‰”

mç¥²·ð¥³{¥ =

z*‰*“Š ,“*“Š-$* ∙ç¥²·ð¥³{¥ ï´%

∙ 100%

[4.5]

[4.6]

[4.7]

-..%

where m is the mass of the metal or total catalyst (g), M is the molecular weight (g/mol), and n is
number of moles (mol). The solution made up of the precursor and water was mixed and then
sprayed onto the dried catalyst. A small spray bottle was used to provide better dispersion of the
metal. Capillary suction then draws the solution into the pores of the catalyst due to the pressure
difference across the pores of the catalyst [1] [37].
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4.2.3 Catalyst Drying and Activation
This section discusses the typical steps following impregnation necessary to activate the catalyst
and the specific steps used in the experimental setup.

Drying involves thermally activating the catalyst by evaporating the solvent and therefore
increasing the concentration of the metal. It also influences the movement of the metal in the
pores of the support structure. The drying temperature is usually the boiling point of the solvent
[8]. The distribution of the metal following drying is affected not only by temperature, but also by
the convective flow of the solvent. It may cause the solute to move toward the surface and then
back diffusion may occur due to a low or no flow of solvent. If back diffusion is the dominant
force, it can result in an egg-yolk distribution. Drying times vary widely because of these effects,
so they can be decided by trial and error [8] [1].

Calcination is the step after drying and involves new reactions that may take place, for example
decomposition of ligands [8]. This step activates the precursor and results in metal oxides. It
should be done at a temperature lower than the melting point of the metal, preferably below the
Hüttig temperature (TH = 0.3Tmelt) to prevent the mobilization of metal defect sites [1] and higher
than the temperatures used in the reaction [38]. Calcination results in loss of bonded water or
CO2, sintering, structural changes, and mechanical property stabilization in addition to activation.

Reduction further converts the catalyst into the active phase where it may now contribute to
chemical reactions [39]. Reduction involves the flowing of hydrogen gas over the support to
convert the metal oxides from calcination into metallic particles [1]. Catalysts used for PR can be
reduced and passivated prior to use to allow for in-situ activation: the catalyst would be heated up
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to the operating temperature under nitrogen and then flowed under hydrogen and steam, and then
process feed. This start up can take up to 12 hours [40].

Multiple impregnations can be done by repeating the above steps, either for a bimetallic catalyst
or to increase the metal loading [41].

After impregnation, the Ru/BAC catalyst is dried in an oven to remove the solvent from the pores
at a temperature at or just below the boiling point of the solvent, in static conditions or under a
flow of gas [4]. In this study, the catalyst was dried for 24h at 100°C. The length of time was
decided based on trial and error and SEM results. TGA data gave the calcination temperature, as
described in Section 4.2.1. The calcination temperature was found to be 480°C for the Ru/BAC
when taking the average of both year’s runs. The catalyst was calcined for 2h after comparing the
catalyst structure at 2h and 4h using scanning electron microscopy (SEM). The catalyst that was
calcined for 4h show signs of surface damage in the SEM images, as seen below.
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Figure 4.1: Comparison of calcining times. Left:
2h, Right: 4h.

4.2.4 Catalyst Characterization
This section discusses the methods used to characterize the quality of the impregnation. These
methods include hydrogen chemisorption, SEM, and neutron activation analysis (NAA).

i)

Hydrogen chemisorption was used to quantify the results of the impregnation. It
determines the monolayer uptake of the specified gas for each catalyst, or Nz
(number of molecules of adsorbed gas). It will then calculate the percent metal
dispersion (D) and active surface area (ASA) as below:

ASA =

D=

0ˆ w Âˆ

[4.8]

-00

0ˆ w ˜

[4.9]

-.. ‚
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where ASA is the active surface area (m# /g), S is the adsorption stoichiometry
(number of surface atoms/ molecule of adsorbed gas), Az is the cross-sectional area
occupied by each surface atom (m# ), M is the molecular weight of the metal (g/mol),
and L is the percent loading of the metal [42]. 166 and 100 are unit-adjustment
factors. The dispersion is the metal particles accessible on the surface of the catalyst.
It is a measure of the quality of the impregnation.
This calculation is done via three main steps: sample preparation, isotherm
generation, and physisorption correction. Sample preparation cleans and stabilizes the
surface by flowing dry gas at high temperatures. It is called reduction if hydrogen is
used, and calcination if oxygen is used. The sample is then cooled under vacuum to
the adsorption temperature. The chemisorb gas is added to the sample in preselected
amounts. The amount that adsorbs is the combined plot of the weak sites
(physisorption) and strong sites (chemisorption). A correction step at a temperature in
which only physisorption takes place must then be subtracted from the combined
isotherm to isolate the strong sites. This step involves evacuating the sample at low
temperatures such that only weak sites are evacuated. When gas is readmitted to the
system, only physisorption can take place [42, 42].
The methods used are listed in Table 4.. These steps were decided on from a
literature search based on other Ruthenium catalysts [28] [127] [43] [44] [45] and
were confirmed as appropriate using a Ru/ alumina catalyst from Alfa Aesar, as seen
in Table 4.. Hydrogen was chosen as the analysis gas as the adsorption stoichiometry
has been established as 1:1 H:Ru, rather than more complex adsorption of CO and O
[45].
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Table 4.4: Chemisorption Procedure for Ru/BAC
Reduction
Cooling
Isotherm generation
Evacuation
Physisorption Correction

In hydrogen at 350C for 2h, evacuate at 30C
Cooled to 25C under vacuum
Isotherm at 25C
Evacuate at 25C for 30 min.
Isotherm at 25C

Table 4.5: 0.5 wt% Ru/ Alumina Catalyst Chemisorption Results

ii)

Catalyst

D (%)

ASA (𝒎𝟐/g)

Ru/ Alumina

68.5

1.253

Ru/ Alumina

72.83

1.331

Ru/ Alumina

77.22

1.411

Ru/ Alumina

72.18

1.319

Average

72.6825 ± 3.5757

1.3285 ± 0.0648

Scanning electron microscopy (SEM) visualizes the impregnated catalysts using an
FEI Quanta 650 Field Emission Gun Environmental SEM. The metals present on the
surface of the catalyst can be quantified as an atom percent, though surface analysis
does require a flat surface. For a porous, beaded catalyst, it can provide an estimate
and qualitative description of the metal dispersion [46].

iii)

NAA is done using a SLOWPOKE-2 Non-power Reactor. It uses neutrons to cause
the nuclei in the sample to become radioactive, or form radionuclei. The sample is
first activated when a sample nucleus absorbs a neutron and forms a compound
nucleus. Then, it emits radiation and eventually starts to decay to a daughter nucleus,
usually by emitting beta rays. The daughter nucleus emits gamma rays that produce a
characteristic energy spectrum. A high purity germanium crystal detector and
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spectrometer analyzes the gamma radiation and concludes the elements present in the
sample [47] [48].

4.3 Results and Discussion
It was found that calcining large samples resulted in the catalyst forming colored layers in the
calcination dish. Darker beads appeared at the top. They were confirmed by SEM to have more
ruthenium. Eventually, smaller amounts were impregnated such that they could be calcined in a
single layer, resulting in less diffusion of the solute towards the air. This still occurred though,
perhaps as a result of the calcination temperature.

The results of the characterization are as follows:
i)

Chemisorption was used to confirm the impregnations on one impregnated catalyst
sample, as seen in the table below, though results varied. The dispersion was
significantly lower than the ruthenium catalyst bought from Alfa Aesar. This low
dispersion could be due to the impregnation not working at all or the impregnation
having a varying average of dispersion between catalyst beads. Due to technical
problems with the Autosorb 1c, further dispersion measurements by chemisorption
were not possible. Neutron Activation Analysis (NAA) was then done on a number
of samples to determine the actual Ru loading and possible provide information as to
why the dispersion might have been so poor.
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Table 4.6: Chemisorption results for Ru/BAC

ii)

Catalyst

D (%)

ASA (𝒎𝟐/g)

20170718_Ru on BAC

1.6

0.03

20170718_Ru on BAC

1.1

0.02

20170718_Ru on BAC

0.8

0.01

Average

1.2 ± 0.3

0.02 ± 0.01

SEM photos and analysis of the impregnations demonstrate that the impregnation
was somewhat successful. Examples are given below in Figure 4., showing that
differences occurred between samples. Many of the BAC samples showed ruthenium
(white), though many showed no impregnation (black). Figure 4.2.D exhibits the
porous nature of the BAC. A black powder, which appears white in SEM photos, was
a result of calcination, as seen in the top two photographs. Much of the black powder
was found to have ruthenium, as confirmed by the surface analysis in Figure 4.. More
impurities appeared on the full frame analysis of the intact BAC. These impurities are
not abnormal, according to the manufacturer’s specifications on the BAC purity.
They do not appear in the powder, however. It should be noted that the SEM cannot
detect carbon, such that some of the powder could be impregnated on carbon powder
that formed during calcination, though there are no impurities. Further research
should be done to determine why the calcination resulted in the powder. It is possible
the activated carbon cannot withstand high temperatures for long periods of time.
Little powder resulted after TGA testing, but only very small samples could be tested
in the TGA. Another possibility is that only a portion of the ruthenium was actually
impregnated and further testing should be done to compare ruthenium impregnations
on other supports.
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Figure 4.2: Example SEM Photographs.
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Figure 4.3: Example surface analysis results from SEM. Top: Spot analysis on
black powder. Bottom: Full frame surface analysis of impregnated catalyst.
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iii)

NAA provided results as seen in Table 4. The results demonstrate that the
impregnation varies widely. The first three samples were done by calcining larger
samples, where layers of the beads formed. These weight percents may not, therefore,
be representative as there was variations in the bead Ruthenium weight percent. The
weight percents are closer to the intended weight percent than the chemisorption
results. This difference is most likely due to an improvement in the impregnation
technique as multiple impregnation iterations had occurred between the
chemisorption and NAA results.
Table 4.7: NAA results for different iterations of 2wt% Ru/BAC
Catalyst

Weight %

2 wt % Ru/BAC_1

2.20

2 wt % Ru/BAC_2

1.90

2 wt % Ru/BAC_3

3.00

2 wt % Ru/BAC_4

2.65

Average

2.44 ± 0.49

Several runs on the experimental setup with butanol were attempted with the impregnated
catalyst, though they did not produce any useable conversion. For temperatures that were
representative of the current desorption process in the FTF process, no significant conversion of
butanol was obtained for the Ru loadings used. The reaction temperature was increased
incrementally to 600°C to see if there was a clear point at which the Ru showed useful activity. A
solid buildup of carbon formed on the thermocouple in the reactor during these experiments,
possibly because the temperature was too high for the BAC. Further research should be done into
why it occurred and how to prevent it for future studies.
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4.4 Conclusions and Recommendations
The impregnation procedure discussed in this chapter has specific points on which to be
improved. The catalyst shouldn’t degrade during calcination and the ruthenium should remain
impregnated on the support. It is possible that these issues could be resolved with different drying
and calcining methods. Further work needs to be done to test the drying times, calcination times,
and calcination temperatures to improve the catalyst performance. These can change the catalyst
structure and should be investigated more thoroughly, varying times and temperatures
individually to see if there are improvements to be made with activated carbon.

It is possible, however, that activated carbon is not an ideal choice for support catalyst as it
formed the solid buildup that lead to the thermocouple being replaced. Also, the average weight
percent of the NAA results was above the intended 2 wt%. Therefore, the samples used for NAA
were more heavily impregnated beads than the actual average weight percent and were not
representative of the full sample. Other adsorbents should also be investigated. Also, once a
catalyst has been selected, more realistic testing should be done on the experimental setup, i.e.
with more than one VOC to test the catalyst performance in the FTF system. The experimental
procedure has also been improved following these tests, which may remove the possibility of a
buildup in future.

Lastly, chemisorption should be continually used as a characterization technique, particularly
considering that there is a proven procedure for ruthenium-based catalysts. It should be used
alongside NAA to confirm the results of the impregnation. The chemisorption procedure should
provide better results than the run results given in this chapter, as the impregnation technique has
improved.
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Chapter 5
Conclusions and Recommendations
5.1 Summary and Conclusions
The main objective of this thesis was to design and commission a fixed bed reactor test station
from which kinetic data could be collected for butanol steam reforming (as a surrogate for VOCs
in general) using a Ru/BAC impregnated catalyst.
•

The reactor and setup were successfully developed and its performance was tested for
methanol steam reforming with a proven catalyst. This catalyst and experimental setup
were tested for three temperatures and resulted in an activation energy that was in
agreement with literature.

•

The reactor and test station have the capability to be used for butanol and other VOCs in
the future.

•

A preliminary test of the Ru/BAC catalyst for butanol reforming showed no appreciable
conversion for the loading used and temperatures as high as 600 ºC. The attempt to
operate at this elevated temperature resulted in a carbonaceous deposit on the catalyst bed
thermocouple that was most likely due to the decomposition of the BAC.

•

The impregnation and characterization procedure, however, were developed and will be
useful for future work to be done on this and other catalyst-support combinations.

The opportunities and future recommendations for this study are given below.

5.2. Ford FTF Process Opportunities
The FTF system was analyzed in chapter 2. It demonstrated the possible benefits of this process
for other automotive assembly plants. There are multiple points on which the FTF System
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Analysis revealed opportunities for improvement and expansion in automotive and other
industrial manufacturing processes.
1. The calculations performed for possible hydrogen production should be expanded to
other industries that produce VOCs while accounting for differences in the industrial
processes.
2. A comparison should be done of financial benefits or losses for using the FTF system
with respect to current and possible future emissions regulations.
3. There are various options for use of the hydrogen. These alternatives should be
researched, including their economic feasibility. One such example is for specific
applications like material-handling equipment that would be located in the assembly
plant.
4. As discussed in chapters 3 and 4, steam reforming of major VOCs in the FTF process,
such as butanol, should be further investigated.
5. Scale up tests should be done under industrially-similar process conditions to the FTF
process, including a VOC mixture feedstock.

5.3 Recommendations for Future Studies
This thesis developed a catalyst impregnation and characterization procedure and an experimental
system and procedure for testing the catalyst for steam reforming. The system and the procedures
should be applied to future work. The following are a number of recommendations:
1. The setup and procedure were validated for methanol steam reforming using simple
regression to calculate the activation energy. More rigorous kinetic parameter
determination methods, using a systematic experimental design with replicates and a
thorough analysis of the error on the parameter estimates should be done.
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2. This method should be applied to testing the designed Ru/BAC and other promising
catalysts in the test station using butanol steam reforming, as this is a better model
compound for the VOCs used in the FTF system.
3. The drying and calcining times and temperatures for the Ru/BAC catalyst should
systematically be studied to optimize the dispersion achieved during impregnation.
4. The catalyst procedure can be applied to other metals and supports, while taking into
account specifics, such as the solution for dissolving the precursor. Other supports, such
as zeolites, may show better promise than BAC. These supports have been looked at in
this work, though they should be investigated more thoroughly. These other supports
should be tested and compared for weight percent and dispersion.

5. The characterization techniques used in this study could be expanded. Investigation into
other characterization methods should be done as well as the continuation and
improvement of the techniques used here, particularly hydrogen chemisorption and NAA.
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Appendix
Appendix A: Instrumentation and Operation
The major sections of the apparatus are discussed below. The tubing is 1/16” OD SS for the
pumps and condensed liquid outlets. All other tubing is either 1/8” or ¼” OD SS.

Methanol and water were mixed in the desired ratio in a reservoir that was fed a low flow rate of
nitrogen to prevent any reactions with oxygen. These passed through an HPLC Pump at a desired
flow rate to the vaporizer. This was a stainless-steel vessel wrapped in heating tape and insulation
so as to vaporize the feed prior to the reactor entrance.

The reactor was heated inside of a temperature-controlled furnace. The temperature was
monitored by a thermocouple inserted inside the middle of the reactor.

The condenser and chiller setup were set to a temperature such that the water and methanol would
condense, producing a dry product gas outlet flow. The water and methanol would collect in the
condenser and gradually drain through an alternate outlet to a collection vessel.

Apart from the GC, the other data collection occurred using the data acquisition system (DAQ)
and gas blending system (GBS). The GBS collected flow rate measurements for the dry product
gas using Flow DDE software. The DAQ collected temperature and pressure measurements using
Benchlink software. The operation of this software is further described below.
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The dry product gas flow rate was measured following the condenser to the GBS. A Bronkhorst
0-250mL/min mass flow meter (MFM) calibrated for hydrogen measured the dry gas flow rate. A
small flow was then fed to the GC. The exit flow of the GC and remaining flow from the GBS
were fed to the soap-film meter (SFM) and then to a vent. The SFM and a stop watch were used
to measure the flow manually. This was then used to calibrate the flow rate data collected by the
MFM.

The operation of the GC and GC software were run according to the work done by Aida Khosravi
[1]. The sample size used was 1mL. The following temperatures were used for calibration and
test runs:
•

Injector temperature: 100 °C

•

Oven temperature: equilibrate at 40 °C for 3 min. Ramp to 250 °C at 8 °/min. Then
equilibrate for 10 min. For test runs, it was changed to 200°C because the sample gas
wouldn’t contain propane, as the calibration gas does.

•

Detector temperature: 270 °C

Check that all valves on the GBS are facing up (towards back of box) so there is no mixing. Turn
on GBS and open Flow DDE. Open Communication and when it reads “server is active”, open
flow plot. Choose Setting 8: Valve fully open. Bronkhorst mass flow controllers (MFCs) can read
up to 130% of flow accurately. Make sure the correct MFC is connected to the computer.

Turn on Agilent 34970A DAQ unit and open BenchLink Data Logger 3 software. This also
should only be turned off for significant time between runs. Open Configuration-Erica Anderson,
or a copy thereof resulting from shutting down the instrument. Check that scan and log data is set
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for immediate start with desired interval length. Hit start under Scan Status. The following
channels should be enabled and set:
a. CH01: Pressure sensor for reactor, DC Voltage
b. CH02: Temperature sensor for chiller exit, Temp (K)
c. CH03: Temperature sensor for thermocouple in reactor, point 1
d. CH04: Temperature sensor for thermocouple in reactor, point 2
e. CH06: Temperature sensor for thermocouple in reactor, point 3
f.

CH07: Temperature sensor for thermocouple in reactor, point 4

The GC and DAQ should only be shut down if there is a significant time between runs. Close
carrier gas valves. Combine the GBS and DAQ data into excel.

Turn off the water and butanol pumps and disconnect the source flasks. Allow the remaining gas
in the system to run through the heated setup. Then make sure to shut off the heating tape,
furnace, and condenser. Close the valve connected to the upstream setup and opening the outlet
valve. Use a syringe to empty the condenser. Check next day in case anything has condensed
overnight.

Once the setup is shut down and the furnace has cooled, the catalyst must be unloaded. The top
flange should be removed using the same pattern as previously mentioned. Once removed, a
vacuum filtration setup, made of a shop vacuum, Erlenmeyer flask with a mesh-covered side
outlet, and tubing connected to the flask through a stopper, is used. The end of the tubing can be
placed in the reactor, carefully so as not to damage the thermocouple. The other end of the tube
that is located in the flask through the stopper should be about an inch from the bottom of the
flask. Then turn on the vacuum and hold it to the side outlet of the flask. This will draw out the
glass and catalyst beads to be collected in the flask. Once the vacuum has drawn out all of the
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beads, the catalyst beads should be removed and the glass beads washed. Place the top flange
back on top of the reactor, though it does not need to be attached until the next catalyst run.

Appendix B: Sample Calculations
1. Flow rate of methanol
The flow rate of methanol was calculated using the following equation:
F˜²us =

12ËË# ï´% Ë}| À2ËË#
˜n Ë}|

[A.1]

where 𝜌4ÉÉ5 is the density of the feed mixture (g/mL), 𝑀𝑊cÉef is the molecular weight of
methanol (g/mol), 𝑤𝑡%cÉef is the methanol weight percent, 64%, and 𝑄cÉef is the volumetric
flow rate of the feed (mL/s). The flow rate used in calculating the activation energy was 0.00295
mL/s. This would result in the following flow rate of methanol:

F˜²us =

..††-G

‡ ÁËË#
‡ Ë}|
ˆ9 ÁËË#
..0‹
× ....#¡,
ˆ9 ÁËË#
‡ ÁËË#
$
‡ Ë}|
G#..‹
ˆ‰Š Ë}|

= 5.19318 × 10º, mol/s

2. Product Gas Flow Rate and Compositions
The gas flow rate was measured using the GBS. It was then calibrated using the soap film meter,
whose flow rates were corrected to STP. The composition was determined using the GC
calibration curves below and used to find the component flow rates.
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Figure A.4: Mass Flow Meter Calibration Curves

The average flow rate for the 200°C run during which the last chromatograms were collected was
65.531 mL/min. Using the slope from the calibration curve, the actual flow rate was:

:65.531

z‚
zš¶

z‚

× 1.006; − 9.3544 = 56.62 zš¶ = 0.9436

z‚
³

This was then converted to molar flow at STP, assuming an ideal gas:
ˆ9
·-.-.G#, „‘¤
$
,ˆ€ =Ÿ“
#/G.-,î·†G-‹.‹0
>.ˆ‰Š

-.##-

= 4.213 × 10º,

z{m
³

The GC calibration curves as determined in PeakSimple were:
H# : y = 9.7694x
CO: y = 178.6775x
CO# : y = 9215.7143x
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where y is the area of the chromatogram peak and x is the component percentage. The
composition of the gas stream can then be determined by the inverse of the slope, accounting for
normalization of the percents. For the 260°C run, PeakSimple determined the mole percent
internally using the quadratic calibration curve provided in Ch. 3. For hydrogen during the 200°C
run, the average peak area for the last three chromatograms was 585.21993. The composition then
is:

?

xft = ¡./0¡‹ = 59.9034 mol%
This had to be normalized for the mole percents to add up to 100%, where x¨et = 27.3856%
and x¨e = 0.1271%:
xft ,@hAB =

..,¡¡.G‹
..,¡¡.G‹®..#/G†,0®....-#/-

= 72.4873%

The flow rate of hydrogen in the product gas stream at STP is then calculated:

Fst = xF•{´¤m = 0.724873 :4.213 × 10º,

z{m

z{m

³

³

; = 3.0539 × 10º,

3. Reaction Rate Constant and Error
The reaction rate constant was determined using equation 5.21:
kτ = −2lnÎ1 − Xxs€ us Ï − Xxs€ us

[5.21]

After determining the conversion and space time from equation 5.11 and 5.12, respectively:

Xxs¼us =

—|t ® —~}

[5.11]

G —~|€ }|,‰

n

τ=À

[5.12]

Á
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Using the data from the 200°C run:
n
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= 0.1964
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= 5.5214 × 10º/ „ƒ∙³

The error for the reaction rate was determined using 5.29:

Err 𝑘(𝑇) =

#(...0)º...0Ç~|€}|
é

=
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[5.29]

4. Activation Energy
The activation energy was calculated from the slope of 1/T versus ln(k). The slope that was given
in Figure 7 was 13175 K, or E/R. Therefore:
E = 14909 K × 8.314 × 10ºG

„G
z{m∙î

= 124 kJ/mol.
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